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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
1130 K STREET, SUITE 300 
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 

July 1, 1987 

TO: INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS 

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor 

The Suppression of Drug Abuse in Schools Program (DSP) was established in the 
Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) in response to Governor George 
Deukmejian and the California Legislature's concern for the growing drug abuse 
problem. 

DSP is a unique program by virtue of its comprehensive approach to combat drug 
abuse. By attacking both the supply and demand for drugs, the DSP targets the 
community via a three-pronged strategy: prevention, suppression and 
intervention. This comprehensive program is designed to provide financial and 
technical assistance to school districts and law enforcement agencies to 
reduce drug abuse and trafficking in California schools. 

The State Advisory Committee for the program composed of representatives 
appOinted by the Governor, the Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, the 
Department of Education and th.e Department of Justice provides valuable 
assistance to our office in developing and implementing this local assistance 
program. 

This report was prepared by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency 
through a federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention grant. The 
purpose of this report is to describe the results of the process and impact 
evaluation during the second year of the DSP, and focuses on the intensive 
impact evaluation of three DSP target sites. The report also provides a basis 
for a more specialized third year evaluation. 

A special thanks must be given to the State Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention for their commitment to fund this important 
evaluation effort. 

For more information regarding this report or the DSP, please contact the 
Crime Prevention Branch at (916) 323-7727. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
suppression of Drug Abuse in schools Program 

Background and Structure 

The sale and use of drugs and alcohol by juveniles and its 

relationship to youth crime is an extremely complex and disturbing 

problem. Data compiled by the California Bureau of criminal Justice 

Statistics (BCS) in 1985 show that 8,977 juveniles were arrested for 

felony drug law violations, 15,583 for misdemeanor drug law viola-

tions, 3,802 for DUI, 6,589 for drunkenness, and 10,537 for liquor 

law violations. From 1984 to 1985 the rate of juvenile felony drug 

law violations increased 21. 6 percent in California. To further 

complicate the issue, official arrest data only reveal a small por-

tion of the actual amount of drug abuse occurring by children. 

According to recent studies by the National Institute on Drug 

Abuse, a large portion of the youth population has used illegal 

drugs, and a disturbing number of youths routinely are chronic 

abusers (NIDA, 1983). Furthermore, an ongoing national cohort 

survey by Elliott and Huizinga (1984) shows that although juvenile 

drug abuse may not cause delinquency, a large proportion of drug 

abusers also are heavily involved in serious delinquent acts. 

In response to this problem, the California Legislature (As-

sembly Bill 1983, Chapter 952 of the Statutes of 1983; LaFollette) 

(see Appendix 1) passed and the Governor signed into law the Sup-

pression of Drug Abuse in Schools Program (DSP). The DSP is funded 

and administered through the California Office of Criminal Justice 
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Planning (OCJP). This comprehensive program is designed to provide 

financial and technical assistance to school districts and law en

forcement agencies to reduce drug traf·ficking and abuse in 

California schools. Each program is expected to provide a wide 

range of educational, law enforcement, and treatment services to 

students, faculty, parents, and community groups. 

A key element in each of these programs is the close cooper

ation between law enforcement agencies and school districts. This 

cooperation has taken a variety of forms, including full time "drug 

suppression" officers working on school campuses; programs produced 

by law enforcement for elementary school children; and effective 

referral systems involving school, law enforcement, and community 

treatment agencies. Each of these coop~rative efforts has resulted 

in increased options for handling students who are involved in 

substance abuse. 

Project Selection 

In order for a proposal to be considered for funding, it 

must be submitted jointly by the local law enforcement agency and 

the local Elchool district, reflecting the belief that drug equcation 

and prevention programs which exclude law enforcement involvement 

are less effective. The Program's based on the assumption that 

effective solutions to alcohol and other drug problems result only 

when members of the drug-using community participate in developing 

solutions. Because the problems resulting from substance abuse 

which primarily affect these individuals also may have repercussions 

• 
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throughout the community, the full involvement and participation of 

students, parents, teachers, law enforcement, and local counseling 

agencies was considered necessary for positive results. 

Each funded site was required by the DSP to include seven 

key components. The components are designed to aid each site in 

reviewing local problems, needs, and existing resources while 

developing specific project activities and objectives. For each 

mandated program component, the sites were required to develop one 

or more specific objectives which would impact locally identified 

problems. The components are: 

1. A local advisory committee 

2. Drug traffic intervention programs 

3. Classroom oriented programs 

4. Family oriented programs 

5. Training and educational resources 

6. Prevention and intervention programs for elementary 
school teachers and students 

7. A coordinated intervention system that identifies at 
risk users and abusers and provides referrals to 
treatment programs. 

After a comprehensive review of proposals submitted by 

numerous school districts and law enforcement agencies, the fol-

lowing thirteen sites were selected to receive fiscal year (FY) 

1983-84 grant funding through the DSP: 

1. Contra Costa County Sheriff's Department 
2. city of Los Angeles Police Department 
3. City of Garden Grove Police Department 
4. City of Antioch Police Department 
5. Butte County Sheriff's Department 
6. Earlimart Unified School District 
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7. city of Menlo Park Police Department 
8. Oakland Unified school District 
9. Pajaro Valley Unified School District 

10. Salinas union High School District 
11. San Benito Union High School District 
12. San Diego Unified School District • 13. Sonoma County Sheriff's Department 

As shown in Table 1-1, $1.9 million in state general funds 

was appropriateq for the DSP for fiscal year 1985-1986. The DSP was 

designed so that over a five-year period, state funding declines 

each year as project costs are transferred to the local law enforce-

ment agencies and school districts by increasing the amount of local 

funds required to match state funding. The goal is to bring all 

thirteen sites to a point of fiscal self-sufficiency by the end of 

the five-year period. 

The total target population for all thirteen sites for the 

second year of the DSP was 347,413 youths. The majority of these 

were elementary students (67 percent). The funding level amounted 

to approximately $4.20 per targeted youth, and underscores the prin-

ciple drug suppression strategy for these projects which is to more 

effectively utilize existing law enforcement, prevention, and inter-

vention resources rather than launch new and more costly services. 

Evaluation 

OCJP recognized that an evaluation was necessary to 

determine which approaches to suppressing drug abuse were most 

successful. After a review of proposals, the National Council on 

crime and Delinquency (NCCD) was selected to conduct a study of the 

DSP. Each of the thirteen sites are undergoing a process evaluation 
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Table 1-1 
Breakdown of Funding Level and Target 

Population by Site 

Percent of Target Schools 
Site Funding Target Elementary Jr. Highj High Grant 
(County) Level Population Schools Middle Schools Schools Agency 

Oakland $152,746 8,275 61% 39% School 
(Alameda) District 

Butte 55,029 7,100 61% 8% 31% Sheriff's 
(Butte) Dept. 

Antioch 65,547 9,940 53% 25% 22% Police 
(Contra Costa) Dept. 

Contra Costa 181,689 11,212 53% 19% 28% Sheriff's 
(Contra Costa) Dept. 

Los Angeles 382,754 169,848 91% 9% Police 
(Los Angeles) Dept. 

Salinas 46,472 9,030 18% 29% 53% School 
(Monterey) District 

Garden Grove 82,678 20,616 57% 20% 23% Police 
(Orange) Dept. 

San Benito 37,517 4,785 51% 14% 35% School 
(San Benito) District 

San Diego 133,181 77 , 955 39% 23% 38% School 
(San Diego) District 

Menlo Park 71,677 10,553 43% 20% 37% Police 
(San Mateo) Dept. 

Paj aro Valley 73,422 10,738 43% 24% 33% School 
(Santa Cruz) District 

Sonoma 220,679 6,058 58% 3% 39% Sheriff's 
(Sonoma) Dept. 

Earlimart 24,537 1,323 62% 38% School 
(Tulare) District 

Totals $1,527,978 347,413 67% 16% 17% 
(n=234,127) (n=54,742) (n=58,444) 
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to learn which component~ of the DSP have been successfully 

implemented. 

NeeD's evaluation is based on an overall three year design. 

NeeD's initial 12-month effort provided baseline impact information 

at one site (San Diego), and data on how programs were implemented 

at the other sites collected from monthly progress report forms. 

The impact portion of the evaluation was extended in the second year 

to three sites: San Diego, Salinas (from the original thirteen 

sites), and Benicia (selected from a group of nineteen sites funded 

by the DSP with fiscal year 1984/85 funds for a period of eighteen 

months) . This allows for comparisons of drug use, attit.udes, and 

related behaviors over time and between sites. The third year will 

focus on more specialized issues (e. g., drug use patterns among 

elementary school and Hispanic youth) . 

The remainder of this report describes the results of the 

process and impact evaluation during the second year of the DSP, 

provides a basis for a more specialized third year evaluation, and 

makes recommendations to improve the DSP at both the administrative 

and program levels. The process component of the evaluation was 

designed to gain a basic understanding of how each component oper

ates I as well as its strengths and weaknesses. This can be des

cribed in terms of how each. component was implemented at each site, 

the difficulties associated with each component, possible solutions 

to these difficulties, and recommendations for future DSP programs. 

Most of this information was collected from monthly progress 

reports filled out by each of the thirteen sites. The results are, 

.. 
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therefore, limited to a large extent to what was presented in these 

reports (see Appendix B for a copy of the monthly report form). Ad

ditional infoL~ation was collected at some DSP sites through struc

tured interviews with local advisory committee members, law enforce

ment officers, school administrators, substance abuse treatment 

providers, and other personnel involved in the DSP. Classes, 

assemblies, and other presentations also were observed. 

This report also presents baseline data on youth drug use and 

associated problems and attitudes gathered from self-report ques

tionnaires administered at the three impact sites, and from data on 

drug use trends from one impact site (San Diego). This information 

allows comparisons between drug use patterns at these sites and 

national use patterns, resulting in increased understanding of drug 

use a·t different types of schools. An additional survey of parents 

and school staff included questions about perceptions of the mag

nitude of the drug problem, its relative importance compared with 

other problems in the community, possible solutions to substance use 

problems, and the extent of awareness of local DSP and other drug 

abuse prevention/intervention programs. 

Overall, it appears the second year of the DSP has resulted 

in increased awareness of the nature and extent of SUbstance abuse 

among high school youths .in California. The level of prevention, 

intervention, and treatment activity has increased at each of the 

state-funded DSP sites. As a group, these sites have accomplished 

the following in the 1985-1986 grant year: 
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o Most sites have organized a site level advisory com
mi ttee and, in general, commi ttees are working more 
effectively than they were during the first year. 

o According to DSP projects, the MOU between law 
enforcement and school districts has resulted in more 
interaction and cooperation between these agencies. 

o There were over 5,888 juvenile arrests and 4,213 adult 
arrests for drug law violations in and around schools. 

o Over 10,500 students received some form of classroom 
education as part of the DSP. 

o More than 1,150 families received family counseling, and 
over 22,800 parents participated in DSP sponsored 
workshops and support groups. 

o Over 7,000 students received counseling for sUbstance 
abuse related problems, and a large number of these· 
students (34 percent) were self-referred for treatment. 
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Chapter 2 

Advisory Committee 

( Component 1 ) 

I! ••• the system begins and ends with 'community awareness.' 
An alcohol [and drug] program should be operated by and for 
members of the community, for it derives its strength from 
the application of their collective energies to the solution 
of aggregate problems. I! (NIAAA, 1981) 

In many communities, the problem is not lack of drug abuse pro-

grams, but rather a lack of coordinated effort among those public 

and private agencies with an interest in curtailing drug abuse. 

Establishing a local advisory committee is central to any co-

ordinated DSP effort. Such a committee should be able to provide 

information on the extent of the problem and factors blocking the 

delivery of effective services, and serve as an executive body for 

the program. 

NCCD has monitored the levels of activity and involvement of 

the advisory committees at the original thirteen s.ites over a period 

of two grant years by using the monthly progress report forms. The 

forms not only request data on membership and activities of the 

advisory committees, but on arrest statistics, educational class 

activities, DSP staff training activities, family and parenting 

classes, and intake information of the treatment component provided 

for youths involved in problem drug abuse. The first grant year saw 

the formation of two separate, yet complementary advisory committee 

systems: county level and site level committees. County level com-

mittees originally were required to review the sites' grant 
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proposals for funding prior to submission to OCJP. Some county 

committees continued their involvement with DSP programs throughout 

the grant year with monthly or quarterly meetings (see Table 2-1). 

Some committees did not continue to meet and several sites felt a 
need for a local executive body as well. Site level committees were 

formed to provide coordination, direction, and other support 

functions for the DSP effort. 

First Year Recommendations and Second Year Results 

NCCD's recommendations for DSP Component One resulting from the 

first-year evaluation were: 1) to establish active advisory com

mi ttees in all sites at the county or site level; 2) to encour

age special efforts to involve students on the committees; 3) to 

appoint dedicated individuals to the committees to ensure stable 

membership throughout the grant year; 4) to adopt a clear mission 

statement; and 5) to make greater efforts to coordinate the various 

groups involved in the DSP. 

site or County committee: The second grant year evaluation 

provided some encouraging results for Component One. A greater 

percentage of the sites have formed site level committees (see Table 

2-1), and the committees are generally meeting on a more consistent 

basis. During the first year only three sites had formed site level 

committees, while in the second year eight sites reported site level 

committees. Of the eight sites, six reported meeting on a monthly 

basis; two reported bi-monthly meetings, and one site met three 

times. All thirteen sites have a county level advisory committee 
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Table 2-1 
Advisory Committee Type 

And Meeting Frequency By Site 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_________________ -1y£~ _ _2K~Q~~~~~~~ ________ ~~~~~ng __ E£~g~~n~y _____________ _ 
§~~~LifQ~n~yl _______ §~~~ _____ fQ~n~y ______ ~Qn~b1y _____ §~=~Qn~b1y _____ Snn~~1 __ ,. 

Oakland X X S/C(l} 
(Alameda) 

Butte X C 
(Butte) 

Antioch X X S C 
(Contr Costa) 

Los Angeles X C 
(Los Angeles) 

Salinas(2} X C 
(Monterey) 

Garden Grove X C 
(Orange) 

San Benito Union X C 
(San Benito) 

San Diego X X S C 
(San Diego) 

Menlo Park X X S C 
(San Mateo) 

Pajaro Valley X X S C 
(Santa Cruz) 

Sonoma. X X S C 
(Sonoma) 

Earlimart X X SIC 
(Tulare) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) S=Site Committee, C=CQunty Committee 
(2) Salinas met once in Aug. and Sept. 1985, and monthly since January. 
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which met at least once. One site met on a fairly regular monthly 

basis, one met monthly since January 1~86, two met on an every

other-month basis, and the remaining county committees met once or 

twice during the grant year. 

structure of the Advisory Committee: Th~ secQnd-year eval.uation 

showed increasing similarities among the sites concerning committee 

structure, mandate, composition, and frequency of meetings. Three 

key groups of people formed 69 percent of the totaL attendance of 

the county level advisory committees: drug program personnel (31 

percent), school personnel (25 percent), and law enforcement (14 

percent) . (see Figure 2-1) The remaining 31 percent of the 

membership was comprised of parents (11 percent), students (5 

percent), school security (3 percent) and other inter~sted groups 

(11 percent) . 

Nine of the thirteen original sites had county advisory com

mittees that met once or twice, usually at the beginning and end and 

sometimes in the middle of the grant year. These committees 

appeared to function solely as the original RFP stipulated: to 

approve the proposals to be submitted for funding, and in some 

cases, to hear year-end progress reports. This would account for 

the emphasis on law enforcement, school, and drug program personnel 

as these were indicated as "key participants" in the original 

Request for Proposals from OCJP. 

In contrast with the county cOlll..."nittees, site level advisory 

committees had attendance records which emphapized school personnel 

(22 percent), parents (21 percent), drug program personnel (13 per 

JI 
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Figure 2-1 
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cent), and the community-at-large (29 percent). The latter group 

included school board members, parents, members of the clergy, 

medical professionals, community groups and so forth. The remaining 

participants were law enforcement (6 percent), students (5 percent), 

and school security personnel (2 percent). site level committees, 

for the most part, tended to be more interactive in the day-to-day 

programs. Therefore, parents, school staff, drug program personnel, 

and other interested community members participated more on the site 

level committees than on those at the county level. 

committee Activities: The county and site level committees 

emphasized different activities. As indicated in Figure 2-2, the 

county advisory committees spent a fair portion of their time 

handl ing issues surrounding public awareness (19 percent), DSP 

scheduling (15 percent), cooperation between the various parties 

involved in the DSP effort (14 percent), and other business (25 per

cent) . The latter included discussing other grant funds under the 

jurisdiction of the county, discussing ways to increase and maintain 

committee membership, and reviewing educational materials to be used 

by the DSP. 

The site level committees were involved in activities to 

increase public awareness (22 percent), promote inter-agency co

operation (21 percent), and increase public support (18 percent). 

Thirteen percent of the activities were scheduling related, ten 

percent involved soliciting volunteers, seven percent were devoted 

to fundraising, and nine percent to other activities. 
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Figure 2-2 
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During the second grant year there was a greater level of 

systematic involvement in raising public awareness and support .for 

the DSP effort. As a result, there waS far less need for organiza-

tional trouble shooting. The first-year committees faced a variety 

of start-up problems typical to any new community-wide project. 

These problems included clear lines of communication between the 

various groups involved, inter-agency cooperation between groups 

which traditionally may not have had a reason to interact Oil a 

regular basis, and optimistically high expectations for first-year 

accomplishments. The second-year evaluation revealed in'creased 

regularity of meetings and regular agendas of activities on the p~~t 

of the advisory committees (both county level and si'te level). 

sites also reported that their committees had clear and concise 

mission statements which also may alleviate some of the problems 

experienced in the first year of the DSP. 

Recommendations: 

o Increase fundraising efforts so DSP sites will be 
self-sustaining when state funding is no longer avail
able. 

o continue site level committee involvement. Sites 
without site level committees should establish such 
committees. 
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Chapter 3 

Law Enforcement and Drug Traffic Intervention 
(Component 2) 

The need for law enforcement as part of a drug suppression pro-

gram is based on the documented relationship between drug use and 

various types of crime. Drug-related crime, such as the use and 

sale of illegal substances, is an obvious focus for law enforcement. 

In addition, there is evidence that drug use is significantly 

related to other types of crime, particularly property crime. In a 

recently completed NCCD study for the utah Department of youth 

Services, 53 percent of youths who were under the jurisdiction of 

youth Corrections at the time of the study had drugs or alcohol 

associated with their current arrest. Sixty-four percent of the 

youths who were on probation and 76 percent of those who were under 

informal probation had drugs or alcohol associated with their 

current offense (NCCD, 1986). The results of another NCCD study 

reveal that in the state of Colorado 50 percent ?f youths who were 

in secure custody were enrolled in a drug or alcohol abuse program 

(NCCD, 1985). Additionally, another study showed juveniles who are 

delinquent d+."'ink more than those who are not (McGlothlin, 1978). 

Although there is no evidence that SUbstance use necessarily 

"causes" crime or increases criminal activity, the documented 

relationship between drqg use and crime may help identify 

adolescents "at risk" for both of these behaviors. 
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Drug Intervention Activities 

In the second year of the DSP there was increased participation 

by law enforcement departments in the classroom education and public 

relations efforts. The latter activity took the form of parent 

informational meetings, presentations to various community groups, 

the campaign for Sober Youth (San Diego), and the formation of 

Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD) chapters. Many of these 

public relations activities served several purposes such as in-

creasing public knowledge, approval, participation, and education; 

and in the case of SADD chapters and similar programs, promoting an 

ongoing prevention activity. 

Some examples of goals and resulting activities were: 

GOAL 

Increase arrests for posses
sion and use among youths 

Increase cooperation with 
schools and providers 

cut down on repeat drug 
law violations 

Increase awareness and 
prevent drug use 

Reduce behavior 
correlated with 
drug use and other 
delinquent behavior 

ACTIVITY 

Full-time officers 
assigned to the 
target schools 

Periodic meetings 
with school staff 
and with providers 

Use of diversion of 
arrested youth into 
counseling programs 

Officers providing 
classroom education 
and workshops. 

Identification of 
of truants and 
getting them back 
in schools 

The inclusion of law enforcement referrals to counseling for 

youths arrested on drug and alcohol related offenses as a goal of 
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the DSP law enforcement component has resulted in greater coopera

tion between law enforcement personnel and counseling agencies. 

The sheriff's department at one site trained the school staff to 

more effectively refer students to outside agencies for counseling 

help. This site also maintained a referral system which assured 

participation in the drug abuse diversion program through the use of 

systematic updates from probation personnel. Another site provided 

counseling for families of youths with drug or alcohol problems. 

The variety of drug intervention activities increased during 

the second grant year of the DSP. During the first year, the thir

teen sites participated primarily in three law enforcement activi

ties: 1) increasing official law enforcement presence on or near 

campus, 2) official law enforcement presentations to students and 

facul ty on the effects and consequences of drug use, and 3)· 

improving relationships between law enforcement and school admini

strators. During the second year many sites increased educational 

activities, public relations, counseling referrals, and tried to 

crack down on youth drug use by cutting down on activities associ

ated with drug use and delinquency. 

DSP Arrest Rates 

Based on 1985 Bureau of Criminal statistics (BCS) figures for 

California, juvenile arrests for drug, inhalants, and liquor law 

violations have steadily increased since 1983, the year before the 

DSP was implemented. This pattern is true for California as a whole 

as well as for the twelve DSP sites represented in Table 3-1. This 

table also includes the rate of arrest for felony drug offenses per 
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100,000 youths in the state and in each county. This statistic is 

actually a more significant measure of law enforcement policy as it 

focuses only on the more serious drug offenses and takes into 

account California's moderating youth population. 

Two important findings are worth noting. First,' there was 

considerable variation among the counties in their respective arrest 

rates. The large urban counties of Los Angeles (58.7 per 100, 000 

youths) and Alameda (57.6 per 100,000 youths) have substantially 

higher felony drug arrest rates compared to the state average and 

the other counties (6.7 - 27.4 per 100,000 youths). Second, all but 

Monterey and San Mateo counties show sUbstantial increases in juve

nile felony arrest rates. Although these 1984 and 1985 increaSes 

cannot be directly tied to the DSP since overall state rates have 

increased 40 percent, they do show a greater effort to arrest 

juveniles for drug offenses. 

DSP Arrests and School Incidents 

The monthly report form required each project to document both 

the number of target site arrests and school incidents by adult and 

juvenile arrests. Data were reported by schools for incidents in-

volving possession or sale of drugs on school grounds which mayor 

may not have resulted in an arrest. Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 sum

marize the totals reported by each site and are discussed below. 

During the first grant year of the DSP over 3,780 arrests were 

reported as part of DSP activities by sites. During the second 

grant year, the number of reported arrests increased to 28,076: 

• 
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Table 3-1 
Trends In Arrests and Felony Arrest Rates 

For Juvenile Drug Law Violations 
By County 

County/Site 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 X Change 1983-1985 

Alameda 
(Oakland) 

Butte 
(Butte) 

Contra Costa 
(Antioch, Contra Costa) 

Los Angeles 
(Los Angeles) 

Monterey 
(Salinas) 

Orange 
(Garden Grove) 

San Benito 
(San Benito Union) 

San Diego 
(San Diego) 

San Mateo 
(Menlo Park) 

Santa Cruz 
(Pajaro Valley) 

Sonoma 
(Sonoma) 

Tulare 
(Earlimart) 

Statewide 

41.6%* 27.n 
(2,333)*. (1,901) 

5.6% 
(79) 

22.8% 
(1,468) 

69.1:( 
(21,825) 

19.9;( 
(604) 

59.8% 
(6,457) 

(58) 

30.6% 
(5,602) 

25.2% 
(737) 

19.3% 
(470) 

14.8% 
(494) 

34.9% 
(573) 

45.17. 

6.1% 
(98) 

22.6% 
(1,660) 

55.3% 
(21,577) 

16.8% 
(538) 

46.27. 
(6,430) 

(19 ) 

20.37. 
(4,660) 

21.11. 
(665) 

14.47. 
(636) 

23.97. 
(792) 

16.3% 
(728) 

36.37. 

32.7"1. 
(1,713) 

8.9% 
(107) 

25.0:': 
(1,588) 

62.9% 
(19,182) 

16.7X 
(529) 

45. ]X 

(6,461) 

(59 ) 

22. ]X 

(4,868) 

17.8% 
(676) 

24.0;( 
(585) 

18. ]X 

(511) 

14.5% 
(655) 

36.7% 

39.1% 
(2,196) 

7.n 
(89) 

25.9% 
(1,356) 

58.3% 
(18,063) 

15.77. 
(573) 

42.7"1. 

(6,027) 

(96) 

25.9X 
(5,398) 

17.1% 
(645) 

40.3% 
(679) 

23.6% 
(704) 

12.9;( 
( 712) 

35.97. 

39.8% 
(2,364) 

6.9"1. 
(119) 

21. 8% 
(1,372) 

47.6% 
(15,903) 

22.7% 
(795) 

28.5% 
(5,561) 

(111) 

23.9% 
(5,045) 

17.2% 
(708) 

24.97. 
(574) 

18.6% 
(650) 

14.6% 
(623) 

31.27. 

38.5% 
(2,292) 

7.4% 
(104) 

27.5% 
(1,425) 

36.0% 
(14,299) 

22.9;( 
( 776) 

26.3% 
(5,046) 

(98) 

26.0% 
(5,496) 

17.77. 
(756) 

29.2% 
(503) 

19.4X 
(629) 

8.2% 
(571) 

27.4X 

41. 6% 
(2,131) 

7.2% 
(112) 

22.6% 
(1,382) 

34.2% 
(13,207) 

11.1% 
(620) 

19.5% 
(4,722) 

(93) 

18.3% 
(4,316) 

20.4% 
(749) 

25.2% 
(426) 

22.2% 
(660) 

6.9;( 
(499) 

24.9% 

39.8% 
(1,807) 

5.1:( 
(93) 

18.2% 
(1,075) 

36.n 
03,358) 

16.6% 
(533) 

18.5% 
(4,896) 

(64) 

13.0% 
(3,591) 

18.8% 
(605) 

16.9% 
(476) 

22.5% 
(594) 

14.3l: 
(404) 

24.2% 

43.0% 
(1,774) 

5.7X 
(128) 

18.9% 
(816) 

46.4X 
(14,437) 

14.1X 
(496) 

15.3% 
(4,609) 

(66) 

23.5% 
(3,993) 

17.8% 
(568) 

19.0% 
(603) 

19.7i( 
(601) 

32.0% 
(515) 

29.0% 

57.6% 
(1881) 

6. ]X 

(130) 

26.3% 
(928) 

58.7X 
(14,486) 

15.2% 
( 462) 

21.7X 
(4,727) 

(72) 

22.5% 
(3,754) 

20.1% 
(485) 

20.1% 
(537) 

27.4% 
(756) 

17.1% 
(359) 

34.0% 

(59,667) (59,548) (56,367) (57,584) (55,833) (52,480) (46,754) (43,509) (45,150) (46,524) 

• All percentages represent arrest rates for felony drug offense per 100,000 youth population. 

44.7X 

31. 3% 

44.5% 

62.2% 

-8.4% 

17.3% 

nla 

73.1% 

6.9% 

18.9% 

21.8% 

i;'.bl 

40.5% 

** All figures represent total arrests for misdemeanor and felony level narcotics, marijuana, dangerous dCltgS, other drug violation, drlving under 
influence, public drunkenness, liquor law violations, glue sniffing. 

IV 
I-' 
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Table 3-2 

Juvenile and Adulc Drug and Alcohol Relaced Arrescs 

By Sit:e 

Other Total 

Site Alcohol Use 

Marijuana 

?ossession{Use Sales Drugs Arrest:s 

Juvenile/Adulc Juvenile{Adult Juvenile/Adult Juvenile{Adult Juvenile/Adult 

An1:.ioch 60 0* 50 0 5 0 8 1 127 

Butte 10 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 17 

Concra Cos1:.a 39 23 12 5 14 4 6 7 71 

Earlimart: 0 0 0 0 7 38 32 46 39 

Garden Grove 321 1050** 95 73 55 65 166 355 637 

Los Angeles 167 2 1,862 505 1,416 252 1,616 173 5,061 

Menlo Park 171 1179** 14 51 2 14 52 287 239 

Oakland 8 544** 23 48 99 275 62 558 192 

Pajaro Valley 32 0 6 0 8 0 15 0 61 

Salinas 28 261 8 19 4 11 3 14 43 

San Benico Union 6 0 3 0 2 0 2 0 13 

San Diego 325 12916 101 724 21 1289 93 128 540 

Sonoma 33 0 70 0 2 0 14 0 119 

* There are several sices ~hich did not: include the apprehension of adults in cheir OS? 

This does not: mean t:hat: t:hese cicies and t:o~ns did not: arresc adult:s fClr drug la~ and 

liquor la~ violacions. 

** The disproporcionacly high adult: arrest: figures primarily reflect: DUI arrest:s. 

In cont:rast:, t:he juvenile alcohol arrest:s ~ere primarily for possession and 

public drunkeness, not: for DUI. 

1 

0 

39 

84 

1543 

932 

1531 

1425 

0 

305 

0 

15057 

0 

.,; 
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Ancioch 

Suc::e 

Cont::a Cosca 

Earlimart: 

Garden Grove 

Los Angele .. 

Henlo Park 

Oakland 

Pajaro Valley 

Salinas 

v San Senico Union 

San Diego 

Sonoma 

23 

Table 3-3 

Drug and Alcohol Relaced School Incidencs 

and Type of Incidenc 

Alcohol U .. e 

8 

44 

23 

0 

a 

0 

12 

5 

50 

4 

0 

lOS 

40 

3y Sice 

Marijuana 

Po .... e .... Lon/U .. e 

32 

38 

5 

a 

a 

23 

7 

12 

72 

7 

180 

58 

Sale .. 

2 

3 

0 

a 

a 

0 

1 

2 

7 

0 

1 

61 

9 

Ocher 

Dr'.lg .. 

0 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

15 

1 

8 

2 

0 

28 

18 
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7,159 juvenile arrests and 20,917 adult arrests. As would be 

expected, arrest data differ between sites. The sites with the 

highest numbers of arrests are the large metropolitan centers such 

as Los Angeles, Oakland, Menlo Park, and Garde~ Grove. Also, at 

three of these sites--Los Angeles, Garden Grove, and Menlo Park--the 

grants are administered through law enforcement agencies. 

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 indicate the proportion of alcohol, mari

juana, other drugs, and drug sales to the total reported juvenile 

and adult drug and alcohol arrests for the thirteen DSP sites: A 

fairly large proportion (76 percent) of adult arrests were for alco

hol related offenses - primarily DUI. Arrests for possession and 

use of marijuana (7 percent), sale of drugs (9 percent)" and other 

drugs (8 percent) --which includes drugs such as cocaine, heroin, 

barbiturates, amphetamines, etc.--made up the remaining drug related 

arrests. The seventeen percent of arrests attributed to alcohol 

related offenses for juveniles consisted primarily of alcohol 

possession or use and public drunkenness, not DUI. In a surprising 

comparison to the adult arrest data, well over a quarter of the 

juvenile arrests were for possession or use of marijuana (32 per

cent) and possession or use of drugs other than marijuana (29 per

cent). Drug sales made up slightly over one fourth of arrests (27 

percent) . 

Figure 3-3 indicates the proportions of school incidents by 

offense category. Just under one half of all drug or alcohol rela

ted incidents reported by schools involved marijuana (48 percent), 
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Figure 3-1 

PERCENTAGE OF JUVENILE ARRESTS BY OFFENSE 

17.00'la 

29.00% 

32.00% 

22.00% 
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111 Sales 
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Figure 3-2 

PERCENTAGE OF ADULT ARRESTS BY OFFENSE 

8.00% 
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Figure 3-3 

PROPORTIONS OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL RELATED 
SCHOOL INCIDENTS 
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over a quarter were alcohol related (33 percent), ten percent were 

the possession or use of drugs other than marijuana, and nine per

cent were drug sales. 

Table 3-2 depicts each site's reported school incidents by 

offense. Marijuana use or possession was the most common incident at 

seven sites. Alcohol related incidents were reported more often 

than marijuana incidents at three sites. 

Working Relationship Between Schools and Law Enforcement 

The ability of law enforcement officers to work effectively on 

or near school campuses deperids to a large extent on the working 

relationship between the school district and law enforcement admini

stration. For sites with such a relationship, the DSP appears to 

have led to increased coordination and cooperation. 

In general, law enforcement reported support from teachers, 

other school starf, parents, and 'students. Student reactions were 

still mixed after the second year of the DSP effort. They over

whelmingly supported greater efforts to identify drug dealers and 

users, but were less supportive of having law enforcement on or near 

campuses. 

There were many problems raised at the general meeting of 

DSP project staff in Orange County in February of 1986. Highlighted 

was the lack of communication between the various groups involved in 

the projects which plagued sites in the first year. It became evi

dent that lack of communication was still a problem at several 

sites. Through a group discussion, possible solutions were posed. 

Suggestions included notifying the school when the contact officer 

.. 
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for the law enforcement component was re-assigned, weekly or monthly 

meetings to keep each other up-to-date on the project's progress or 

to trouble-shoot, and even going the extra step in developing a new 

joint procedure for drug and alcohol related school incidents which 

involves both the school and law enforcement. 

As was true in the first year, the Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) was key to maintaining a working relationship between the law 

enforcement, school, and community service groups in the second year 

of the DSP. The MOU, required by OCJP, is a contract establishing 

the paths of interaction between two groups (school and law enforce-

ment) which have not traditionally worked together in most sites. 

Groundwork for the communication network was laid in the first year 

for most sites. During the second grant year, an increased number 

of sites classroom education by law enforcement officers. According 

to several sites, this was a·result of opening communications and 

sharing ideas for education programs so that personnel are now 

cooperating and working as a team in the DSP. 

Recommendations 

o Personnel changes cannot always be predicted or avoided. 
Should key project personnel be replaced during the 
grant year, the DSP proj ect director or agency head 
should notify school, law enforcement, or counseling 
agency administrators as soon as the change is in 
effect. 

o Lines of communication between school or counseling 
personnel and the law enforcement agency should be 
established early in the grant year and adhered to. 

o The above recommendations should be included in a clear 
and concise MOU established and agreed to by both the 
school and the law enforcement agency. 
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Chapter 4 

Prevention Through Classroom Education 
(Components 3, 5 and 6) 

Nationwide, there has been an increased emphasis on the inclu-

sion of substance abuse prevention for adolescents as part of the 

regular education curricula since the late 1970s. The DSP has inclu-

ded this emphasis on educational programs by requiring classroom 

education as part of Components 3, 5, and 6. 

The effectiveness of classroom education is influenced by 

several important variables, including the availability ,quality, 

and type of instruction, and the quality of the curriculum received 

by the students. The most effective substance abuse prevent-

ion-oriented educational programs provide students with drug~spec-

ific information and the skills to more effectively make life 

choices, and help them to develop personal values which enable them 

to change the drug use patterns of themselves and their friends. 

The most useful and effective curriculum should combine information 

with values clarification activities in the classroom or counseling 

group. 

In-service Training for Teachers 

A comprehensive educational effort involves not only the 

education of students through the use of drug prevention materials, 

but also the training of teachers, administrators, law enforcement, 

and counseling staff. An essential part of the DSP educational 

effort is in-service training for all personnel involved with provi-

ding. drug education for students. This ensures that all of the 
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project drug prevention education staff are knowledgeable and 

effective. 

During the first year, in-service training programs were 

established for various DSP professionals, with a focus on training 

teachers. This was in response to statements from many teachers and 

other school staff that they felt inadequately prepared to identify 

students who might use drugs, or to teach about the social, psycho

logical, and legal consequences of drug use. All of the DSP sites, 

therefore, engaged in some form of in-service training. Over 5,000 

persons received such training during the first grant year. The 

nature and extent of the training varied from site to site, 

depending on the needs and priorities of the particular DSP project. 

During the second year of the DSP, the in-service portion of 

this component was expanded. By the end of the second grant year 

over 9,000 DSP personnel had received some training and over 1,760 

in-service training hours had been logged. Again, most of the 

training was focused on teachers (see Table 4-1). DSP sites 

reported training a total of 4,383 teachers; 2,681 school 

administrators and other school staff; 1,125 law enforcement 

personnel; and 1,570 other individuals, including some DSP staff and 

various community members. Community members included parents, 

students, drug counselors, doctors, and members of community service 

groups. The amount of training devoted to different staff members 

varied by site. While all sites provided training for school 

personnel, only ten sites provided any training for law enforcement 

st.aff. 
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Table 4-1 

In-Service Hours by Staff and Site '. 
School Administrators 

'" and Law 

S l::~ reache=,s ,O'C!\"::- ' School St .. f: Eniorc~ment. ' Others 

# H:.a:fl ave. hrs. !ls'C,,"f:/ave. hrs h'Caff/ave.iI hrs. iIs 'Caff 1 ave. II n1"s. 

Antioch 96 2 95 4 293 8 233 4 

Bu::::,. 117 1 52 2 2 28 a a 

Cancra Cos'Ca 125 1 46 2 16 2 410 4 

EarliClart. 20 7 4 0 0 0 a 

Garden Grove 83 2 30 2 0 a a a 

1.0. Angele. 1,279 1 1168 2 535 1 35 1 

Menlo P"rk 149 3 9 2 53 2 489 2 

Oakland 204 3 17 2 0 a 80 2 

P"jato Valley 332 3 335 3 67 2 111 2 

Salinas 371 2 35 5 14 5 3S 2 

S~n Benit:o Union 137 3 22 18 S 100 45 26 

San Diego 1,378 2 704 5 110 2 130 8 

Sononl~ 98 165 30 1 2 2 

tot:al 4,383 2,681 1,125 1,570 

.. 
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The numb~r of training hours varied depending on the subj ect 

matter, type of personnel, and intent of the training. Training 

programs ranged from briefing staff or advisory committee members on 

the scope and progress of the DSP to a series of lectures on drug 

use and the consequences of use. 

Subj ects covered by in-service training did not vary greatly 

over the two grant years. Topics included instruction on the 

effects of chemical dependency, review and selection of the curricu

lum to be used in the classrooms, discussions of effective teaching 

techniques, workshops on crisis intervention, lectures for parents, 

and instruction on the personal and legal rights of school staff and 

students with respect to substance use. 

Classroom Education 

Over 7,500 educational sessions were conducted during the 

second year of the DSP. These involved over 119,948 students (see 

Table 4-2). Nationally and in California, substance abuse education 

has expanded and there is a trend toward including drug prevention 

courses in the general eduQation curriculum (as opposed to the use 

of "one shot" educational programs such as single assemblies). For 

example, one site is in the process of developing a classroom 

curriculum which integrates drug education into all compulsory 

SUbjects. Some of the standard curricula, such as Stanford Decide, 

also suggest ways to incorporate SUbstance abuse education into 

regular classroom activities. 
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Table 4-2 
• 

Educational Classes 
By Site 

~ 

Number Number 
of of 

site Sessions Students I 
I 

Antioch 2,528 9,057 

Butte 156 7,597 

Contra Costa 491 6,844 

Earlimart 215 1,568 

Garden Grove 217 1,61.2 

Los Angeles 1,997 62,294 

Menlo Park 511 4,938 

Oakland 340 5,102 

Pajaro Valley 29,5 5,5'38 

Salinas 240 7,377 

San Benito Union 143 801 

San Diego. 293 4,696 

Sonoma 236 2,524 

..... 
Total 7,662 119,948 
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In general, there have been two approaches to substance abuse 

prevention and education: 1) general drug education and 2) specific 

programs directed at high risk youths or other specific target 

groups. The former includes drug curricula which are aimed at the 

general adolescent population. The goal of such prevention efforts 

is to provide information to students (and sometimes parents) con

cerning the effects of drugs, the consequences of abuse, and 

specific issues such as drunk driving, treatment resources in the 

community, and answers to specific drug-related questions. such 

general programs have been widely used in the DSP as well as in 

other drug prevention programs. However, many teachers and treat

ment providers found that general information alone was limited in 

its effectiveness. DSP staff found that a "personal skills" or 

"decision-making" approach had more impact on students. Such an 

approach is based on the belief that "personal development is an 

intermediary goal which will lead to responsible ... use or non-use 

without the need for specific consideration of drinking [and drug 

use]." (Hewitt, 1982:252) Thus, drug education programs started to 

focus on personal development, values clarification, assertiveness 

training (to learn to "say no"), and providing alternatives to drug 

and alcohol use. 

The more specific educational approach involves curricula and 

other educational activities directed at specific target groups. 

These can be groups of "high risk" students, such as potential high 

school dropouts, students who are frequently truant, students in

volved in delinquent activities, or students who have lived through 
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disruptive family experiences such as death, divorce, abuse, and 

frequent moves. 

Target groups also can include specific ethnic and cultural 

groups, whether or not these groups are considered "high risk." 

There is a need for educational materials for students who do not 

speak English, and for materials oriented toward students in 

Hispanic, Black, Native American, or other racial, ethnic, and 

cultural groups. 

Few sites, at this stage of the DSP, have been able to 

effectively focus educational materials and activities at minority 

target groups. This is partly due to a generally inadequate know

ledge of the needs of minority groups, the relatively small amount 

of funds and other resources available to develop the necessary 

programs, a lack of community awareness of the need for such pro.

grams, and a lack of personnel trained in the issues relevant to 

these populations. 

develop curricula 

continue to use 

available. 

A few sites have made an effort to adapt or 

oriented toward Hispanic youths while others 

the "generic" curricula that are commercially 

Elementary Education: Prevention efforts have increasingly 

focused on younger students, and recently many programs have 

expanded their educational efforts to students in elementary 

schools. The DSP responded to this shift in the age of targeted 

students by requiring an elementary education component in the 

education portion of the programs. This is an especially relevant 

directive, since a majority of the schools at all but one site are 

• 
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elementary schools, and 80 percent of all schools program-wide are 

elementary level (see Table 1-1). 

Implementation of the elementary education component varied by 

site, and included both "personal skills" and information 

approaches. In grades K-4 the primary focus was on classroom 

presentations designed to increase self-esteem, teach assertiveness 

("saying no"), facilitate peer relationships, and promote an image 

of law enforcement officers as "friends." 

Some sites also presented drug-specific information. There 

is debate concerning the appropriateness of providing such 

information to younger students. Research has indicated that 

drug-specific information presented to students who have not yet 

heard of drugs may result in these students using drugs at an 

earlier age. (Berberian et al., 1976). However, there is also 

evidence that drug use is starting at increasingly earlier ages. 

Several DSP sites reported finding elementary school students using 

drugs and, thus, argued that drug-specific information should be 

taught in grades four through six. Consistent with this point of 

view, some of the most commonly used curricula (such as Stanford 

Decide) begin to integrate drug-specific information into their 

educational materials at grade four. 

Curriculum and Teaching Materials 

The quality of available educational materials on a national 

level has been improving. According to a review by Milgram (198?), 

about two-thirds of the materials designed for elementary and high 
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schools were rated "good" or better, and this proportion is in-

creasing. This also is true of the materials used at the DSP sites. 

Many of the sites have continued to use or adapt standard drug 

program curricula. The most popular of these were "Stanford Decide" 

and "Here's Looking at You, Two." About half the sites also devel-

oped their own curricula related to drug use and decision-making 

skills (see Table 4-3). videos were the most popular form of 

created materials. Three sites developed their own educational 

videos. The videos focused on in-service training for teachers and 

school staff, decision-making skills for students and demonstrating 

the effectiveness of a pilot drug intervention program designed to 

be shown at school board meetings. 

Recommendations 

o Teachers and other school staff should in most cases be 
used to implement educational curricula. This allows 
drug education to be more easily integrated into the 
regular school curriculum. 

o All sites should coordinate law enforcement and school 
personnel in as many parts of the staff training as 
possible. 
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Table 4-3 
Materials Developed by DSP Projects 

1985-1986 

"What Tadoo," a video for grades 2-6 
"Targets," a video for grades 7-12 

Garden Grove 
A general test of knowledge about drugs, developed for 
grades 4-6 by the Garden Grove Police Department. The exam 
also tests the students' progress in the drug education 
program. 

Pajaro V?tlley 
"Intervention Makes A Difference," a video which demon
strates the effectiveness of pilot intervention programs. 

"Drugs in the Workplace," a video for students and teachers 
produced by early intervention specialists. 

San Diego 
"Your Choice," a video designed to help 7th grade students 
become aware that their decisions, particularly about 
substance use, can have a life long-effect. 

"Educating Mrs. Griffin," a video developed as in-service 
training for teachers and other school staff . 
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Chapter 5 
Family Education and Counseling 

(Component 4) 

This component is designed to provide prevention and early 

intervention programs for the families of students who may be 

involved in substance abuse. The family has increasingly become an 

important focus of drug abuse intervention programs bedau'se so'ciety 

tends to view parents as responsible for and able to influence their 

children's behavior. Friedman, et al., (1980) reported that about 

half of the adolescents who entered treatment programs did so 

because of "family problems." Family problems include "family 

crises in the areas of health, mental health, death .•. lack Of family 

interest and support in schoolwork; chronic family disruptions; and 

runaways" (see Daroff et al., 1984). 

Most studies find that parent attitudes toward drug Use and 

parent-child relationships are an important influen6e on adolescent 

drug use. One study (Kandel, 1980) found that 59 percent of stu-

dents with at least one parent who drank were also moderate or h~avy 

drinkers, while only 19 percent of those whose parents were ab-

stainers drank. Parents, as well as older brothers and sisters, 

appear to "set an example" for younger famiiy meinbers, and thus 

influence their decisions to use or abstain from druqs. Therefore, 

parental drug use is often a predictor of their children's use. A 

poor relationship with parents is also a strong predictor of drug 

involvements. Serious drug involvement is also related to factors 

such as family hardship, religious background, and parents' 

educational level (Daroff et al., 1984). 
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Parents often feel powerless to cope with the behavior of their 

teenagers, and their own reactions to their child's drug abuse. 

Parents may feel confused, afraid, disappointed, hurt, and very 

often isolated and helpless. Thus, an important focus of the DSP is 

to involve the families of problematic or high risk drug users. 

This component toc~ses on alleviating pressures that may come from 

family-based problems which, in turn, may lead to drug and alcohol 

abuse. In particular, this component is designed to: 

1. Educate parents by providing facts about drug use, factors 
leading to use, and correlates of use. 

2. Provid.e support groups and classes for parents concerned about 
drug use by their children or children's friends. 

3. Provide counseling for families of students who are identified 
as having drug-related problems, considered "at risk," or who 
want help and support. 

Program Activities 

Table 5-1 shows the attendance at parent workshops, groups, and 

classes. There has been an increase in these acti vi ties in the 

second grant year at all sites with two exceptions: the level of 

activity decreased at one site and remained about the same at 

another. 

The number of parents involved in parent workshops and groups 

varied dramatically by sit'e. Some of these differences reflect the 

size of the particular DSP program and the general focus on younger 

children. Los Angeles, for example, is one of the larger DSP pro-

grams, and most of the prevention efforts (about 80 percent) are 

directed toward elementary school students. Since parents of 
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Table 5-1 
Parent Groups and Classes--Summary statistics 

7/85 through 6/86 

Average Honths Some 'l'otal 
Monthly Activity Parents 

site Attendance* Reported Attending 

Antioch 35 12 414 
Butt.e 14 2 155 
Contra Costa 19** 7 5231** 

Earlimart 7 4 67 
Garden Grove 1 2 11 

Los Angeles 828 8 9,940 
Menlo Park 10 1 10 
Oakland 241 5 1,925 

Pajaro Valley 45 7 540 
Salinas 159 11 1,759 

San Benito 9 2 97 
San Diego 171 8 1,881 
Sonoma 18 6 195 

Total 22,225 

Total 
Sessions 

72 
3 

15 

10 
3 

126 
1 

40 

15 
66 

4 
322 

9 

686 

*During months in which there wa$ some activity reported. 

**Approxjmately 5,000 parents watched a special television event 
in 10/85. To avoid confusion, this figure was not included in 
the monthly average. 

• 
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elementary school students are often more involved in school events 

than parents of older students, DSP sites focusing on younger stu-

dents generally are more successful at generating parent invol ve-

ment. 

Difficulties with involving parents was listed as a primary 

concern by the needs assessment survey and by staff at many DSP 

sites. Although in some cases significant numbers of parents 

participated in the workshops, many workshops and assemblies failed 

or had limited effectiveness because of this lack of involvement. 

Some DSP personnel suggest that this may reflect apathy or denial: 

some parents find it hard to believe that their children might have 

a drug problem. 

Some sites, however, were very effective in generating parent 

involvement. Their suggestions included: 

o Go to the parents, rather than asking them to come to your 
meetings. This means going to established community 
organizations, such as PTA meetings, service clubs, and 
churches. Find the "leaders" in these organizations, and 
ask them to organize the workshop. Parents respond more 
readily to a phone call from another parent than to a 
mailed brochure from a group they are not familiar with. 

o Ask the community groups what they want to know about. 
Some workshops have failed because the parent-participants 
and the facilitators were interested in different topics. 
The result: parents didn't show up. 

o One site (Contra Costa County) works with the Center for 
Human Development, which has developed a unique way of 
generating parent interest and involvement. This Parent 
Educator program trains parents to administer the drug 
curriculum, and at the same time accomplished the following 
things: 
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"Allows a forum for parents to work together to improve 
the quality of family life and community conditions. 

Increases parental involvement in the school, and 
educates parents in the process. 

Establishes for the student an open and safe en
viromnent for positive communication with an adult 
other than a teacher." (Source: Report of the 
Study of the Parent Educator Program; may be ob
tained from Center for Human Development, 
Lafayette, CA) 

o Some ~ites also have suggested mass mailing of flyers, with 
a message that is clear and carefully thought out. 
campaigns also might involve local media to publicize drug 
prevention and intervention activities which involve 
parents. 

The nature of the material presented at workshops also varied 

considerably by site. Table 5-2 summarizes the nature of the parent 

involvement at each site, tabulated from the monthly report forms. 

Lectures on drug-related information were common. other workshops 

focused on parenting and communications skills, stress, suicide, 

curriculum review, and awareness of community resources. 

Parents seemed most concerned with the following issues: 

1) What is drug abuse? 2) Can parents help prevent drug abuse? 3)· 

How can parents help? 4) How can I tell if my child is using drugs? 

and 5) Where can I get help? Some of the DSP workshops or parenting 

groups effectively focused on these issues. 

While the level of activity increased during the second grant 

year, it appears that the content of the programs offered in most 

cases remained substantially the same. A very large proportion of 

the workshops and classes were primarily or solely information 

oriented, which is a first step in providing parent education. 
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Table 5-2 
Parent Groups and Classes--Description 

1985-86 

Antioch: ongoing parent support groups and parent awareness 
education classes. Information focused on drug prevention/ 
education and decision making. 

Butte: Lectures on drug-related information. 

Contra Costa: Parenting classes and films to educate parents 
about drugs, drug programs, and living with teens. Special 
television presention on drugs and youth. 

Earlimart: Lectures on drug information, parenting skills. 

Garden Grove: Lectures and discussion on drug information, drug 
use among youths, and civil responsibility. 

Los Angeles: 
curriculum. 

Parenting and education classes using the DARE 

Menlo Park: One lecture on drug information. 

Oakland: Parenting classes, presentations at town meetings and 
PTA meetings. Presentations focused on drug information, 
prevention topics, and films. 

Pajaro Valley: Lectures on drug prevention, communication 
skills, curriculum review. 

Salinas: Parenting groups, classes, and films. Presentations 
focus on drug-related information and behavior, stress, family 
communication, toughlove, curriculum review, confronting teens. 

San Benito Union: 
teens. 

Lectures on drugs, suicide, and troubled 

San Diego: Parent groups and classes on drug awareness, choices 
and challenges program, parenting and drugs, and resources. 

Sonoma: Lectures on drug information. 
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A next step would be to help parents find ways to effectively 

use information learned in the workshops to educate other parents or 

students. An example is the Parent Educator Program in Contra Costa 

county (Center f'or Human Development), where parents are trained 

(Table 5-2) to provide drug education to students in classroom's .. 

Another example is the special Friends Program in Benicia, where 

parents are trained to provide support for elementary school chil .... 

dren who are considered at moderate risk for school problems. At 

these and other sites, parent support groups also have been orga

nized for parents who are actively trying to deal with drug problems 

among their friends or families. 

Family counseling a1:so is offered at twelve· of the thirteen 

sites. These activities are presented in Table 5-3. Most sites 

offered some form of counseling for families o·f stUdents identified 

as "chronic" or !lhigh risk." Counseling most often was provided 

through the DSP program (either directly or through referrals to 

outside agencies) at little or no cost to the families involved. 

Again, the level of activity varied by site. Some sites did not 

provide family counseling during the past grant year, while others 

saw as many as 40 to 46 families per month, on the average. 

Overall, the number of families involved in counseling through 

the DSP program increased dramatically since 1984-1985. More than 

1,300 families were involved in family counseling during the 

1985-1986 grant year. 
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'rable 5-3 
Family counseling 
7/85 thro~gh 6/86 

Average Families Months Some 

site 

Antioch 
Butte 
Contra Costa 

Earlimart 
Gardl3n Grove 

Los Angeles 
Menlo Park 
Oakland 

Pajaro Valley 
Salinas 

Seen per Month 

New & ongoing 

26 
9 

15 

1 
27 

a 
20 
a 

8 
10 

San Benito Union 9 
San Diego 31 
Sonoma 46 

Total 

Activity 

Reported 

11 
9 

12 

6 
12 

a 
12 

a 

6 
9 

10 
9 
9 

Total New 

Families 

Seen 

108 
50 
9~1 .:. 

7 
16.9 

a 
123 

a 

53 
77 

45 
253 
326 

1,303 
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Recommendations 

o Increase parent invol vement in workshops, classes, and 
support groups by going into the community and contacting 
already active community groups. 

o continue information-oriented family workshops and classe,$, 
but also expand these through developing support groups, 
training parents as educators, o,r using other strategies 
that will effectively involve parents in the drug education 
proce.ss. 

.. 
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Selected Printed Resources for Parents 

"A Summary for Parents and Students on Alcohol Abuse" 
"A Summary for Parents and Students on the Subj ect of Teenage Drug 
Abuse" 

Educational Summaries, Inc. 
P.O. Box 941 
Freedom, CA 95109 

Parents, Peers, and Pot (98 pp.) 
For Parents Only: What You Need to Know About Marijuana (28 pp.) 

Department of Health and Hu~an Services 
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20857 

STEP: Systematic Training for Effective Parenting, 1976 
STEP TEEN: Systematic Training for Effective Parenting, 1983 

by Don Dinzmeyer and Gary McKay 
American Guidance 

The Parent Communication Project (study) 
Parents' Drug Abuse Prevention Kit (10 pUblications) 
Parents' Self-Test: A Guide for Helping Parents Assess Their Own 
Chemical Use 
Young Children and Drugs: What Parents Can Do 
Who's Raising the Family? A Workbook for Parents and Children 

Wisconsin Clearinghouse 
Department K 
P.O. Box 1468 
Madison, WI 53701 

An Alcoholic In the Family? (Un Alcoholico en la Familia) 
What Every Parent Should Know About Drugs and Drug Abuse 

Channing L. Bete Co. 
45 Federal Street 
Greenfield, MA 01301 
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Chapter 6 
Treatment for Students At Risk 

for Substance Abuse 
(Component 7) 

This component is designed to provide an early intervention 

approach to substance abuse and designed to encourage students, 

teachers, parents, and l~w enforcement to identify chronic substance 

abuser:::; and provide a place where identified students can receive 

treatment. The DSP definition of chronic drug abuse reflects the 

concern with identifying the most serious drug users. Chronic abuse 

is defined as long-term use and misuse of marijuana, inhalants, 

narcotics, dangerous drugs, pharmaceutical, glue, and alcohol which 

leads to unhealthy, illegal, self-destructive patterns of behavior 

or causes emotional, physical, social, and mental harm to oneself or 

others. Students viewed as having such problems are referred to an 

appropriate treatment program. Based. on the type of intervention 

system developed, decisions must often be made about which stUdents 

most need specialized treatment, and the type of treatment provided. 

This intervention component is designed to deal with .students who 

are already using drugs and, thus, is an important complement to the 

components addressing prevention efforts. 

During the first grant year, DSP sites reported difficulties 

with this component with respect to the following issues: 

1. Lack of consensus on who is a chronic user (i.e., who should be 
referred to the treatment programs) . 

2. Lack of clarity with respect to defining and measuring 
"long-term" or "chronic" use. 

3. Organizational issues such as confidentiality, record-keeping, 
and program structure. 

.. 
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This grant year, DSP sites have been concerned with: 

1. Finding effective, low-cost treatment services. 

2. Finding ways to involve entire families in treatment 
(particularly if other family members are also substance 
abusers) . 

3. Finding treatment modalities appropriate for minority youth. 

4. Defining and measuring "chronic" or "at risk" substance use. 

The first three concerns reflect the increasing effectiveness 

of the counseling component. The focus has moved from organi-

zational issues to issues concerning improving the quality of 

treatment services. However, the issue of identifying the most 

probl~matic users, the users potentially most in need of inter-

vention services, continues to be a central concern at most sites. 

Last year's DSP Final Report included discussions of the impor-

tance of defining which youths are targeted for specific treatment 

programs, and the difficulties involved in finding measures of 

"chronic" or "at risk" use. A variety of instruments have been 

developed by clinicians, researchers, and other people working in 

the drug education and treatment fields to measure problematic 

substance use. It is unlikely that a universal measure will be 

adopted, since different treatment programs focus on different 

target populations and different types of problems. Some DSP sites, 

however, have been unable to find any way to separate problematic or 

"at risk" users from one-time or experimental users. 
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Program Description 

A total of 7,773 youth~, or an average of 648 youths per month, 

were referred for drug treatment services through the DSP (see Taple 

6-1) . The to'tal number of student.s referred varied between no 

referrals from one site (thi~ site did not have ~ counseling c,ompo

nent) to 2,094 at another (this site provideq qrop-in counseling on 

campus) . The differences in the number of students referred re

flects: (1) differences in the structure ~nd intent of th~ treat

ment programs at each site; (2) differences in the size of tb.e 

school and school di$trict involved; (3) differences in the size of 

the drug problem in each district; and (4) differences in the si~e 

of the prevention effort directed toward treatment. 

The percentage of identified users who were male ranged from 53 

percent to 71 percent. Overall, males represent 56 percent of the 

students referred for treatment. National survey!? also have found 

that in general, boys are more likely than girls to use most drug!? 

It would make sense, then, that more boys woulq be referred for 

treatment. However, the difference in referrals for poyS anq gir:J,.s 

was relatively small a~ most sites. 

Most of the DSP sites identified White stuq,ents as most consis

tently referred as problem users, and 74 percent of the total refe+"

rals to treatment were for White students. At several other sites, 

a SUbstantial minority of the referrals were for Black or Hisp~nic 

youths. These proportions reflect both the ethnic composition of 

the area and the groups of youths targeted by the DSP site. 
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Table 6-1 
Description of at Risk Users 

Percentage by Race. Sex. and Grade 

'} J 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sex Race Grade 

Site N Male Female White Black Hispn Asian Other 1-6 7-8 9 10 11 12 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Anti.:.ch', 10:3 5:3:1~ 47;,; :::4;'; 4"/ 7"/ 1"/ 4"/ 0;,; 2::::"; 54i; 10/; t.'~' • 2/~ .. 
But,te 98 71 2":1 97 (I 0 (I 3 c::- " 39 2€o 1';i 9 . ,_, .. 
Cont-r-a Costa 254 t.:~: :32 52 18 24 4 2 :3 15 1::: 23 2:3 1::::: 

Eat-1 i rnat' t 20 65 :35 10 c::- :=:5 (I 0 65 .35 0 0 (I (I '-' Gar-den (1t~':IV2 77';i 62 3::: :::0 2 11 6 1 16 :30 I" 16 12 14 .. 
Los Ange1es 0 

Menlo Pat-I: 14:3 66 34 ';i 1 :3 c- 1 (I 8 2:3 16 31 15 7 '-' Oakland (I 

Pajat-.:. Vall ey 1 c::--:' 64 36 64 :3 32 1 I) 0 :3 16 38 2:3 20 ._I~ 

Salinas 1,446 52 4'=' 59 :3 32 5 1 0 3:3 17 25 14 11 '-' 

San Benito 40::; C".-, ,_1.=. 42 49 4 42 5 (I I) 4 21 31 28 16 
San Die':!o 2, :=:5f: 5.3 47 8:3 c::- ":I --, 1 1 44 17 18 14 6 ~. .. 
Sonclrna ·-,.-.C L·=·,_' 61 :3';i ';i:) 2 :3 1 1 2 47 10 16 16 ":I 

T.:.t,a 1 6,546 56 44 74 4 1'=' '-' 3 1 :3 ::H 17 21 16 ':I 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ul 
w 
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There is a scarcity of data on the interaction betwe~n cultural 

factors and the impact and succe.ss of treatment. It is clear, how

ever, that with tne large ltlul ti-cul tural population in California 

and at the DSP sites, cult1,l.rally relevant treatment programs are 

e$sential. One goal of the DSP in th,e next five ye,ars shou'ld be to 

develop and implement such prog.rams. 

The largest group of referred students were in grades 7-8. 

Only a few sites showed a different referral pattern. The largest 

proportion of referred students at one site were in g,rades 1-6; the 

largest group ~t two sites were in grade 9; and the largest groups 

at two other sites were in grades 10 or 11. 

This represents a shift in the focus of treatment during the 

second grant year to lower grade levels. This shift is particularly 

significant since national data show that the heaviest and most 

problematic users are in grades 10-12. The difference between 

ng.tional statistics and those reported by DSP sites appears to 

reflect the DSP focus on prevention and early interventi0n. Thus, 

while drug use may be somewhat more prevalent among high school 

students, junior high or middle. school students may benefit more 

frequently from counseling, since they are generally in the earlier 

and less problematic stages of use. 

The most commonly reported drugs among students referred for 

treatment were alcohol and mariju~na. The prima~y drug of concern 

when students were~ admitte.d for treatment was marijuana for 47 

percent of the referred students, and alcohol for 43 percent of the 

referred stUdents (see Figure 6-1). When students were asked for a 
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Figure 6-1 
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drug abuse history, however, several other drugs were frequently 

reported. Alcohol was mentioned 29 percent of the time, marij uana 

30 percent, amphetamines 11 percent, hallucinogens eight p$rcent, 

and cocaine eight percent. Drug abuse history is portrayed for each 

DSP site in Table 6-2. 

Students who entered treatment for drug problems were predomi

nantly self-referred (45 percent) (see Figure 6-2). This may r.e

flect the growing awareness of many students of the physical; 

psychological, and legal consequences of drug use and perhaps a 

greater willingness to get help. That such .a large number of stu-

dents are self-referred also highlights the importance of educa

tional and other efforts which are designed to heighten student 

awareness of drug-related issues. 

The most common treatment modality was group counseling (39 

percent), followed by individual counseling (31 percent) and family 

counseling (15 percent).l There was a shift from individual 

counseling toward group and family counseling during the second 

grant year, which represents the growing belief among DSP project 

staff and other sUbstance abuse treatment specialists that these 

modalities are often much more effective in reducing substance use 

and abuse. Nationally, family-oriented treatment is increasing, but 

is still absent from the majority of substance abuse treatment pro

grams. In NIAAA funded programs (in 1978), only nine percent of the 

patients were involved in family treatment (NIAAA, 1981). The 

1 see Table 6-3. 

1 
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Table 6-2 
Drug Use History 

Number of Students Reporting Each Drug 
19:35-:'::6 

Alcohol Marijuana Amphetamines Cocaine Hallucinogens Other 

Ant.; ,:,cr-, 45 7:3 14 1 ::: !:: 15 

B'_Jt.te 47 42 I) 0 I) :3 

C.:.nt.t-a C:':lst.a 144 1:3:':: Eo :37 3 21 

Eatt" 1 ; rna t- t. 1 1 I) 1 0 2 
l::=iat-den (1t-.:.ve 221 25:3 2E· 17 17 41 

L,:tS At-,';::Ie 1 es 
Menlo F'at- k 1:34 1 16 7 24 10 1 :3 
Oakland I) 1 0 0 (I I) 

F' .:=!j a t- c. 'v'al ley 75 4":, I) 1 ::: .-, 
..::.. 

Salinas 572 612 :32 t::',-. ,_II:. 25 30 

San Beni t .• :. Uni .:'t"l :306 245 10 40 10 :34 
San D, eg.:. 2116 22E·2 1:340 7:31 ::::91 1:=:5:::: 
~;.:.n.:.rna 20:3 209 35 21::. 40 '~II=I 

~I_I 

T.:.t.a 1 3:364 :3'j':f:::: 1470 95::1 1012 2047 
F'er·=ent 213;'~ 30'; 11 ;,; ~., 

/ /. :=:;1; 15;/~ 
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Table 6-3 
Number of At Risk Users 

Accepted for Treatment 

Individual Gt-OUP Falllily C:risis 
Cr:.unse 1 i 1"19 Couns>::::l i 1"19 C:ounse 1 i n9 C:r:.tWlse 1 in';:! 

2':; 7:::: 7 (I 
1 -j' f.. 107 42 I) 

,':.11 .:: .. ::. 
'-"-' :=:5 (I 

1 ';:. 
'-' I) (I (I 

·12 1 :3:=: 2~'f., 69 

1(1 (I 2:=::3 .-, 
.L-

7 0 I) J) 

" i':, 1 (I 1 54 3 
7(12 706 121 17 

:=i'~:3 "'/52 ~54 :35 
:::~,O 11 !S'j 14 :) 

12/':, . 4::::0 297 4~j 

261~':1~' :330';:i 121 :3 174 
.3::2:,: 4 :3;,; 1'::--' ._1/. 2;/~ 

, , 
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\D 
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increase in family treatment at DSP sites, therefore, represents a 

significant and needed step. 

Recommendations 

o "At risk" is more appropriate than "chronic" when defining 
problematic use, and this term should be adopted in the RFP 
and at DSP sites. 

o Each site that does not have specified criteria for 
referring certain students for treatment should develop 
such criteria. It is not as important that all sites use 
the same criteria, as it is that each site use some 
specified criteria. 

o Adequate record-keeping systems are essential to monitor 
the type of students referred for treatment. Where 
confidentiali ty is an issue, records can be anonymous. 
Detailed records should, nevertheless, be kept during the 
initial stages (first few years) of the DSP programs. 

o sites with established treatment programs that are working 
smoothly might consider expanding services to include those 
who do not necessarily abuse drugs, but who live in 
families where drugs are abused. National research shows 
that children of alcoholics are a "high- risk" group, that 
at least 12 million such children live in the U. S., but 
that only 5 percent of these children are currently 
receiving help. 

o Most sites need to start to develop culturally sensitive 
treatment programs. Some sites vary their treatment 
approach for different racial and cultural groups, but 
others use a "generic" or "white middle-class" approach for 
all students and families referred for treatment. 

-{.. 

1 
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Chapter 7 
Introduction to the Youth Surveys 

The youth survey was designed to assess the extent of drug use 

and related attitudes and behaviors among students at three DSP 

impact sites. Unfortunately many people--including some community 

members, parents, and school staff--do not believe that drinking and 

drug use among high school students is a problem in their community. 

However, these problems clearly do exist, and have been demonstrated 

by local and national studies. Data from such studies are impor-

tant, because they provide measurable support for the existence of 

substance use problems, and because they identify specific groups of 

students whom these problems are most likely to affect. 

The survey allowed for a comparison of drug use patterns at 

three impact sites with national drug use patterns, resulting in 

increased understanding on how drug-related problems manifest in 

different geographic and socioeconomic areas. In addition, surveys 

were distributed to parents and school staff to measure perceptions 

of drug use in the community, and attitudes about drug use and other 

community concerns. 

The questionnaire for students was administered at the San 

Diego high school for the second time (with a one year interval 

between surveys), allowing a preliminary analysis of trends in drug 

use and attitudes toward use. This is a first step in developing 

hypotheses about the cause of the trends, and the relationship 

between trends in use and DSP activities. 
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Samples and Study Design 

The intent of the s.tudy was to administer a pre-test/ post-test 

questionnaire to students, parents, and school staff at each of the 

three impact sites. The logic of this design was to determine 

whether or not measures of drug use and related factors were 

changing in relation to DSP program activities. 

The DSP programs were implemented prior to the fall 1985 sur

vey, and thus a true "pre-test" was not possible. However, the data 

provided a wealth of information about drug use patterns and factors 

associated with use, and some preliminary information on trends in 

drug use and associated attitudes. 

The sites selected for this study were San Diego, Salinas, and 

Benicia. Each of these sites had a strong working DSP program, and 

was willing to work with NCCD in implementing the survey. These 

sites were intentionally chosen from sites with different economic, 

geographic, and ethic populations. 

San Diego is California's second largest city, and is growing 

at the rate of 2.3 percent per year. Tourism is an important indus

try. The city includes a large mlil ti-cul tural population, which 

represents 26 percent of the total population. The military is 

prominent; it is estimated that there were 15,000 people on active 

duty, 85,000 dependents, and 50,000 retirees as of 1980. Approxi-

mately one-fifth of the city's population is made up of senior citi

zens. Since San Diego is so close to the U.S.-Mexico border, there 

is a large problem with undocumented aliens (over 5,000). 
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Salinas serves as the county seat of Monterey and as a 

marketing center for most of Monterey County. Fort Ord, a large 

military complex, is located eight miles from Salinas and many of 

the military families live within the Salinas Union High school 

District. Agricul ture ( along with allied support industries) is 

the county I s basic industry. Because of the seasonal aspect of 

agriculture production and the transferring of military personnel, 

there is a high incidence of migration to and from the area, as well 

as a high rate of unemployment (over 13 percent) during the w:i .. 1ter 

months. 

Benicia is a small, rural, industrial community which has grown 

by 319 percent between 1970 and 1984. This city has the highest per 

capita income in Solano County, and the median per household income 

is $2,733 higher than in the nine-county Sari Francisco Bay Area 

region. The portion of the population consisting of 0-17 year olds 

is 30 percent, compared with the statewide figure of 27 percent. 

Because these areas are demographically very different, data 

concerning the area and school district populations and ethnic 

distribution of studen~s are presented in Table 7-1. 

Respondent Selection: Students were randomly selected from the 

enrollment roster in San Diego and Salinas. If students were ab

sent, or if a teacher was unwilling to allow them to leave a par

ticular class, they were called in at a later time. 'In Benicia, 

students were randomly selected by classroom. There was no provi

sion for following up absentees at this site. Table 7-2 presents 

the student distribution by grade and response rate. 
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Table 7-1 
Description of Impact sites 

1985 

San Diego 

Area Population 925,000 

District Population 
(high school) 33,408 

Number of high schools 24 

Target Population 
(high school) 29,965 

Number of target scI. DaIs 18 

Ethnic composition (district) 
White 70.4% 
Black 8.0 
Hispanic 14.0 
Other 7.6 

Ethnic composition ( impact school) 
White 73.0 
Black 5.0 
Hispanic 16.0 
Other 6.0 

Salinas Benicia "\ 

125,000 23,000 

4,460 1,139 
4 2 

4,660 1,139 
4 2 

43.7% 87% 
1.7 6 

43.7 5 
10.9 2 

13.9 67.9 
1.4 7.6 

75.0 9.5 
9.7 15.0 
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Table 7-2 
Respondent Characteristics and Response Rate 

All sites 1985 

San Diego Salinas 

Students 

N 503 497 

grade 9 159 
grade 10 151 117 
grade 11 186 113 
grade 12 161 105 

% high school population 38% 38% 
Response rate 99% 97% 

Parents 

N 89 53 

l1:, 
0 male 36% 28% 

l1:, 
0 White 38% 27% 
% Black 1 7 
% Hispanic 5 67 
l1:, 
0 Other 5 2 

Response rate 36% 21% 

Teachers 

N 79 32 

% male 59 41 

l1:, 
0 White 84 75 

l1:, 
0 BJack a a 

l1:, 
0 Hispanic 11 19 

l1:, 
0 Other 5 6 

Benicia 

485 

213 
194 

39 
39 

42% 
100~ 

120 

22% 

88% 
'6 

2 
4 

48% 
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Parent surveys were mailed to 250 parents at each site. These 

parents were randomly selected from the total group of parents of 

the students who were interviewed. Surveys were also handed to all 

school staff, including teachers, counselors, administrators, and 

nurses. The number of surveys distributed to parents and teachers 

and the response rates are presented in Table 7-2. 

Survey Administration: The questionnaire took about 45 minutes 

to complete, and was administered during one class period. At San 

Diego and Salinas, students were removed from their classes and 

given the survey in small groups of 4-8 students. The interviewer 

in San Diego was bilingual (English/Spanish); a bilingual 

interviewer was called in at salinas when spanish speaking students 

were interviewed. The questionnaire was available in English and 

Spanish. 

At Benicia, students were interviewed by classroom when the 

teacher was not present. Two interviewers were available to super

vise and answer questions. 

Confidentiality: Students were informed that their responses 

were confidential, and names were not included on the question

naires. A consent form was given to students and sent to parents 

before the questionnaire was distributed. Parents h~d the opportu

ni ty to ask that their children not be included in the study. 

Students were informed that they could choose not to participate, 

that they could end their participation at any time, and that they 

were not required to answer every question. 
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Analysis and Limitations 

Descriptive data are presented in this section of the report on 

major findings and trends in substance use, attitudes toward use, 

perceptions of use, and problems related to use. In addition, 

respondents were asked about their awareness of programs oriented 

toward substance use prevention and intervention, possible 

approaches to decreasing substance abuse, and the relative impor-

tance of drug abuse and other community problems. 

The next step was cross-tabular analysis; to link patterns of 

substance use with attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors which may 

be associated with use. This information helps answer questions 

such as: "How does substance use vary among students?" and "Which 

students might be most influenced by prevention/intervention 

efforts?" In order to develop effective prevention/ intervention 

strategies, the extent and ~ of problems need to be identified. 

For any research on substance use, the accuracy of responses to 

questions is a critical issue. Self-report questions are the onl? 

way to measure substance use and related attitudes and perceptions, 

with the exception of legal infractions such as drunk driving and 

arrests for "minor in possession" of alcohol. However, the accuracy 

of self-reported measures depends not only on the respondent's 

honesty, but also on his or her memory, understanding of the ques-

tions, and motivation to answer them (for a more complete discus-

sion, see Elliott et al., 1983). 

However, Elliott reported that "the weight of the available 

evidence indicates that these measures have good to excellent levels 
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of reliability and acceptable levels of validity as compared to 

other social science measures," and that they have become the 

"preferred measure" for studying substance use and delinquency 

problems (Elliott, 1984: 7) . Research has found that deliberate 

falsification of events is rare, and that memory is fairly accurate 

wi thin reasonable time periods. To increase the accuracy of this 

questionnaire, NeeD included questions about drug use during the 

past 30 days as well as the past 12 months. As a further check, as 

they were coded questionnaires were reviewed for inconsistent 

responses and improbably high levels of activity. Inconsistent 

responses were not used in the analysis. 

These surveys were designed to measure the impact of substance 

use prevention/ intervention programs, by measuring short and long 

term changes in behavior and attitudes at particular sites. While 

these surveys have yielded important and useful information, some 

caution must be used when the results are interpreted. 

These surveys, spaced over two (and eventually three) years, 

can measure only short term trends in attitudes and behavior. A 

much longer evaluation, between five and ten years, would be needed 

for a more reliable assessment of program impact. In this study, we 

must consider each of the following possibilities: that trends are 

the result of random yearly fluctuation, local trends, or national 

trends, or that they are in fact connected with the DSi? program 

activities. 

In addition, each of the sites participating in the DSP 

designed a different mUlti-component strategy for addressing 

-, 
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sUbstance abuse problems in their area. This was appropriate, since 

drug abuse manifests differently in areas which differ in geography, 

ethnic composition, socioeconomic class, type of industry, and so 

forth. Therefore, the information gathered during this survey was 

intended to describe each site, not to compare one site with 

another. 

Accordingly, the focus of the analysis was different for each 

site. For San Diego, this was the second year of data collection. 

Thus, the focus was on trends in substance use and attitudes toward 

use. For Salinas, in which there is a high percentage of Hispanic 

students, the central questions in the analysis involved the dif

ferences in drinking patterns between Hispanic and White students. 

For Benicia, the classes that were interviewed were selected to 

represent both students who received weekly classroom presentations 

on substance abuse (using the Decide program) and those who did not. 

Thus,· the results of these experimental and "control" groups can be 

compared. 
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Chapter 8 

Youth Survey Results 

Personal Characteristics 

Of the 503 students surveyed at the impact school in San 

Diego, half were male (see Table 8-1). The majority (73 percent) 

were White, and Hispanic students were the predominant minority 

group (16 percent). Most (69 percent) of the youths at this school 

lived at home with both parents, but a large number (26 percent) 

lived in single parent households. 

A small but significant number of San Diego students experi-

enced stressful family events during the past year. Between two and 

six percent of the youths were affected by each of the following: a 

parental divorce, separation, remarriage, death, injury, illness, or 

job loss. 

Most of the students I fathers who were employed held profes-

sional or managerial jobs (62 percent). A smaller proportion worked 
. . 

in sales or clerical positions (12 percent), skilled labor (six per-

cent), unskilled labor (eight percen.t), or other occupations (12 

percent). Less than two percent were unemployed. 

The sample contained approximately equal percentages of lOth, 

11th, and 12th grade students, and th~ mean student age was 16.2 

years. Virtually all of the youths (94 percent) planned to attend 

college after graduation. On~-third were employed at the time of 

the survey. The mean grade point average for this school was fairly 

high: 3.2 of a possible 4.0. 
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Table 8-1 
Respondant Characteristics 

All sites 1985 

San Diego Salinas Benicia 

Total Cases n=503 n=497 n=485 

Sex 
Male 52% 51% 52% 

~ Female 48 49 48 -

Race 
White 74% 14% 69% 
Hispanic 15 75 8 
Black 6 1 10 
other 5 10 14 

Living situation 
Both parents 75% 71% 74% 
One parent 22 24 20 
Other 3 5 6 

Stressful Events 
Parent divorce 5% 3% 7% 
Parent separation 5 8 9 
Parent remarriage 4 4 7 
Parent serious accident 4 6 8 
Father lost job 9 19 11 
Mother lost job 3 14 5 
Parent serious illnes 6 11 11 
Parent death 3 5 7 

Father's Occupation* 
Professional/managerial 68% 5% 40% 
Sales/clerical 13 5 10 
Skilled labor 2 19 13 
Unskilled labor 6 49 28 
Other 11 12 5 .. ~ 

Grade 
9 32% 44% 

10 37% 24 40 
,;.'.". 11 31 23 8 

12 32 21 7 

College Plans 92% 79% 82% 
Currently Working 35% 27% 24% 

Grade Point Average 3.1 3.1 2.8 
Age 16.4 15.4 15.1 

*Does not include unemployed 
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These percentages were similar to those found through the 1984 

survey, indicating that it was unlikely that any significant demo

graphic shift took place in the student population between the two 

surveys. Thus, changes in substance use and related behaviors can 

be explained by factors other than demographic change. 

In Salinas, 497 surveys were completed. Of these, 49 percent 

were male (see Table 8-1). The sample from the Salinas high school 

was 75 percent Hispanic, and ten percent White. Nearly three quar

ters (71 percent) of the students lived with both parents, while 

about one quarter (24 percent) lived with only one parent. 

One half of the fathers who were employed were categorized as 

unskilled laborers, 19 percent were skilled laborers, five percent 

were sales or clerical workers, and five percent were in profes

sional or managerial positions. 

A significant number of students (19 percent) reported that 

their fathers lost their jobs for a period of two months or more 

wi thin the past year. A smaller but still significant number of 

students experienced other stressful family events within the 

previous twelve months. Between three and fourteen percent were 

affected by parental divorce, separation, remarriage, death, or 

serious injury. 

The Salinas sample contained relatively equal percentages of 

lOth, 11th, and 12th graders and a slightly higher percentage of 9th 

grade students. The mean age of the students surveyed was 15.9. 

Eighty percent of the students planned to attend college and the 

mean grade point average was 3.1. At the time of the survey 
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4 
slightly more than one quarter (27 percent) of the students held 

jobs. 

Of the 485 students who completed surveys i~ Benicia, 52 per-

cent were male (see Table 8-1). White students were the predominant 

racial group (69 percent) followed by Blacks (ten percent) and 

Hispanics (eight percent) . 

A significant number of Benicia students were affected by 

parental divorce (seven percent), separation (nine percent) and 

remarriage (eight percent). There were also high levels of serious 

accidents involving parents (eight percent) and parental death 

(seven percent). Eleven percent of the students reported that their 

fathers lost their jobs for more than two months within tha past 

year, or that a parent suffered a serious illness. 

Forty percent of the fathers held professional or managerial 

positions, and 28 percent were classified as unskilled laborers. 

Thirteen percent were skilled laborers, and 28 percent were in sales 

or clerical positions. 

The students surveyed at Benicia were for the most part fresh-

men (44 percent) and sophomores (40 percent). They were divided 

into experimental groups, which were enrolled in a specific drug 

education program, and control groups, which were not exposed to the 

program. Eighty-two percent of the students reported that they plan 

to go to college, twenty-four percent were working at the time of 

the survey, and the average GPA was 2.8. 

students surveyed was 15.1. 

The average age of the 
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Prevalence of Substance Use 

The first step in assessing the level of substance use in a 

particular area is examining the prevalence of use. Prevalence 

refers to the number of people who have used a particular substance 

during a specified time period, in this case during the past year. 

National data show that alcohol and marijuana are the most 

popular SUbstances at all grade levels. According to Johnston, et 

al. (1984), 86 percent of all high school seniors used alcohol 

within the previous twelve months, and 40 percent used marijuana 

during this period. 

A recent survey in the state of California (Skager and Fisher, 

1986) found that among eleventh graders during the past six months, 

69 percent drank beer, 62 percent drank wine, 53 percent drank hard 

liquor, and 42 percent used marijuana at least once. For ninth grade 

students, the statistics were somewhat lower, ranging from 32 

percent (marijuana) to 61 percent (beer). These figures are hard to 

compare with national data because of the different time periods 

specified, but it is clear that both alcohol and marijuana are used 

by large numbers of students in California. 

Alcohol also was the most commonly used SUbstance at all of the 

DSP impact sites. In San Diego, 82.3 percent of the students used 

alcohol within the previous twelve months (see Figure 8-1). The 

most popular alcoholic beverage was beer, used by 75 percent of the 

students. Wine and hard liquor also were consumed by large numbers 

of students (67 percent and 56 percent, respectively). Slightly 

less than half of the students surveyed use marijuana (44 percent). 
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At the impact school in Salinas, 62 percent of the students 

reported using alcohol wi thin the previous 12 months (see Figure 

8-1) . Beer was the most popular alcoholic beverage, with a 

prevalence of 55 percent, followed by wine (45 percent) and hard 

liquor (32 percent). Approximately one third of the students 

surveyed reported marijuana use (32 percent). These levels of 

alcohol and marij uana use, although high, are considerably lower 

than the reported national levels for high school students. 

At the Benicia high school, eighty-five percent of the students 

surveyed reported alcoh91 use wi thin the previous twelve months. 

Beer was the most popular alcoholic beverage with a prevalence rate 

of 74 percent. Wine was the next most popular (70 percent), 

followed by hard liquor (60 percent). Forty four percent of the 

students used marijuana during the previous 12 months. Again, these 

relatively high levels of alcohol and marijuana use appear to be 

consistent with what would be expected on the basis of national and 

statewide data. 

The prevalence of drugs generally considered more serious is 

significantly lower nationally, and at all impact sites. While most 

students are likely to use alcohol and a large minority to use mari

juana, less th,tm 25 percent of s·tudents used any other drugs during 

the past year. Alcohol and marij uana often have been considered 

"social" drug--used for recreation or to alleviate boredom, relax, 

celebrate, cheer up, or "cut loose." Other drugs have been 

perceived as much more dangerous, and students have been more 

reluctant to use them. 
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Nationally, during the past 12 months about 12 percent of high 

school seniors have used cocaine, 18 percent have used stimulants, 

13 percent sedatives or tranquilizers, five percent inhalants, and 

0.5 percent heroin (Johnston et al., 1984). The survey of students 

in California found even higher rates, which was especially 

significant because of the shorter (six month) time period students 

were asked about. During the past six months, large numbers of 

eleventh grade students reported using cocaine (18 percent), 

amphetamines (15 percent), inhalants (14 percent), and barbiturates 

(four percent) (Skager and Fisher, 1986). Ni.nth grade students 

reported slightly higher levels of inhalant and amphetamine use, and 

lower levels of use for all other drugs. 

The results of the surveys at the impact sites varied. In San 

Diego, 22 percent of the students used cocaine, ten percent tried 

amphetamines, eight percent used hallucinogens, six percent used 

inhalants, and less than three percent tried each of the remaining 

drugs. 

Al though Salinas youths reported lower prevalence rates for 

some drugs (e.g., heroin, amphetamines, and cocaine), Salinas rates 

most closely reflectd national statistics. Fifteen percent of the 

students reported amphetamine use, 11 percent tried cocaine, six 

percent used hallucinogens, five percent reported inhalant use, and 

less than three percent tried each of the remaining drugs. 

Benicia youths reported levels of drug use somewhat higher than 

national and state levels for some drugs. Twenty-two percent of the 

students reported cocaine and amphetamine use, 16 percent reported 
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hallucinogen use, 13 percent tried barbiturates, 11 penmnt tried 

inhalants, and three percent reported trying heroin. The differ

ences in use rates reported the three sites were most likely related 

to a number of factors including the socioeconomic status, age, 

race, sex, community size, type of community, school sizer and a 

variety of other social and interpersonal variables. For example, 

students with more money could more easily afford cocaine and, thus, 

tended to use this drug at higher levels. 

In most studies on drug use, sex and age appear to be particu

larly significant predictors of drug use. Generally, more males 

than females are involved in drug use, especially heavy use. This 

has been found for all drugs except stimulants, where females use 

slightly more than males. The results of this survey, however, 

showed that the actual percentages of male and female students using 

each drug were in most cases relatively close, and there was no 

significant difference in drug use by sex. 

National data also shows a significant increase in the use of 

drugs with age. Use generally begins in the early teens and peaks 

in the 18-22 age group. After the early to mid-twenties, alcohol 

and other drug use and the problems associated with use decline to 

very low levels. This process has been referred to as "maturing 

out" of drinking and drug problems. 

This pattern w:...s found i.n Benicia, 

drugs at higher than lower grade levels. 

where more students used 

However, for San Diego and 

Salinas, there was no significant difference in substance use by 

age. This was dramatically different from what would be expected on 
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the basis of national data. It is possible that the DSP activities 

were affecting older students most, and that the decrease in use at 

the upper grade levels was due to a decline in use among high school 

juniors and seniors. This hypothesis will be examined more ~losely 

in the discussion on trends in Chapter 10. 

Incidence of Substance Use 

Incidence of drug use refers to the number of times a certain 

drug is used during a specified time period. This helps differen

tiate one-time or low frequency experimental users from more fre

quent and probably more problematic users. 

When only students who used these drugs during the past year 

were considered, it was found that alcohol was consumed an average 

of 44 times per year" The average frequency for marijuana use was 

52. times during the past year, and the incidence for drugs other 

than marijuana was 38 times during the past year. In San Diego, 

beer was consumed an average of 44 times·, wine 17 times, cocaine 28 

times, and amphetamines 17 times per year. other drugs were used 

less frequently (see Figure 8-2) . 

The frequency of use for youths at the Salinas site who 

reported drinking alcohol was 38 times during the past year, or 

about once every two to three vleeks. Hard liquor had the highest 

incidence (23) among the categories of alcohol. Beer was second, 

with an incidence of 22; followed by wine, with an incidence of ten. 

The incidence of marijuana use was at 91.7: more than once a week 

but less than daily. The next highest use levels were for 
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hallucinogens (36) and "downers" (42) which included most barbitu

rates except tranquilizers. Average cocaine and amphetamine use 

were at 21 and 23, respectively. Although the incidence was low 

among students who used these drugs, the reported incidence rates, 

nevertheless, indicate use levels above what might be considered 

experimental. 

The average frequency of alcohol use by Benicia youths was 75 

times within the past twelve months. That is, the average drinker 

useq alcohol more than once a week. This frequency was much higher 

than the frequencies at San Diego and Salinas. The incidence was 49 

for beer, 23 for wine, and 28 for hard liquor. The average mari

juana user used marijuana 85 times within the past year. The inci

denqe for drug use (all drugs combined except marijuana) was 70. 

Specifically, the frequency for hallucinogen use was 32 times on the 

average, barbiturates 31 times, 

times on the average. 

cocaine 27, and amphetamines 26 

Incidence varied by age and sex, but these differences were not 

statisticallY significant at San Diego and Salinas. For Benicia, 

incidence varied significantly by age, but not sex. 

The differences in incidence of use by race was significant for 

most drugs at all sites. Table 8-2 presents incidence of sUbstance 

use by race for alcohol, marijuana, and other drugs. Only the num

bers of Black, White, and Hispanic students are presented, since the 

numbers of students belonging to other racial groups were too small 

for accurate comparison. 

.1 



Alcohol 

San Diego*** 
Salinas** 
Benicia*** 

Marijuana 

San Diego** 
Salinas 
Benicia'k* 

other Drugs 

San Diego** 
Salinas 
Benicia* 
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Table 8-2 
Incidence of Substance Use by Race 

Means--All sites 1985 

White 

70 
41 
68 

91 
41 
40 

41 
36 
37 

Black 

16 

52 

3 

19 

13 

5 

Hispanic 

72 
22 
86 

115 
26 
45 

31 
9 

15 

-o· 
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At all three sites, Black students used alcohol, marijuana, and 

other drugs less frequently than White and Hispanic student!:j. This 

was consistent with national data which show that for adult popula

tions, Black men and women tend to use alcohol and other drugs at 

lower rates than White or Hispanic Americans. 

Drinking patterns among White and Hispanic students varied by 

site. White students used alcohol more frequently than Hispanic 

students in Salinas, while use among Hispanic students was greater 

in Benicia. In San Diego, use was approximately equal between these 

two groups. 

For marijuana, the incidence among White students ",ras greater 

in San Diego and Salinas, but greater among Hispanic students in 

Benicia. White students used other qrugs more often than Hispanic 

students at ,all three sites. 

Attitudes About Drug Use 

The patterns of drug use described in the above sections can 

not be isolated from the context in which they have taken place. 

Patterns of sUbstance use are connected with values and attitudes 

toward use, and should be related to changes in these attitudes. 

Nationally, relatively few high school seniors see "great risk" 

in experimental or occasional marijuana use (15 to 25 percent) and, 

therefore, a large number of these students use marijuana. A larger 

nU7'1ber perceive "great risk" in regular use--85 percent disapprove 

of such use. The maj ori ty of high school seniors disapprove of 

regular use of any other drug besides alcohol (94-98 percent}, and 
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73 percent disapprove of alcohol use at the rate of one or two 

drinks per day. It is interesting that weekend binge drinking is 

more acceptable among high school students than moderate but regular 

drinking. 

Data gathered from the DSP sites was consistent with this 

national data. In the San Diego high school, the majority (71 per

cent) of the students reported that they believe that it is "some

what wrong" or "very wrong" for students to use marijuana, and 42 

percent said they believed it was wrong to use alcohol (see Figure 

8-3) . Most students also reported that it was wrong to sell mari

juana, use alcohol, and use or sell hard drugs. 

In general, San Diego students also were likely to believe it 

was wrong for adults to use marijuana and alcohol. These attitudes 

are probably associated with the growing perception of marijuana as 

a dangerous drug, and with an increased wariness among many st'.ldents 

of any kind of drug, including alcohol. 

The majority of the students in Salinas reported they believed 

drinking was somewhat or very wrong (74 percent), marijuana use was 

wrong (86 percent), and hard drug use was wrong (95 percent). Fur

ther analysis shows the intensity of attitudes: forty-five (45) 

percent of students reported that alcohol use was very wrong, 61 

percent that marijuana use was very wrong and 84 percent that using 

hard drugs was very wrong. 

Salinas students also were more likely to believe that it was 

wrong for adults to use marijuana (79 percent) and hard drugs (91 
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percent). A slight majority of students reported that it was wrong 

for adults to use alcohol (55 percent). 

Less than half (41 percent) of the students interviewed in 

Benicia reported they believed it was somewhat or very wrong for a 

student to use alcohol. Slightly more than half (62 percent) said 

it was wrong to use marijuana, and 89 percent agreed that it was 

wrong to use hard drugs. 

The percentage of students who believed it very wrong to use 

drugs was 57 percent for marijuana, and 76 percent for hard drugs. 

Most students also reported that it was wrong for adults to use 

marijuana (60 percent) or hard drugs (83 percent); fewer thought it 

was wrong for an adult to use alcohol (28 percent). 

Further analysis shows that attitudes are a good predictor of 

use: students who reported believing it was wrong to use drugs 

generally abstained from using them. Students who did not think 

drug use was wrong were likely to use drugs and were likely to use 

them on a frequent basis (significant at the .0001 level). It is 

likely that s'tudents who use drugs are more likely to downplay risks 

associated with those drugs and are, therefore, less concerned with 

problematic use. 

Problematic Substance Use 

The nature of problematic sUbstance use is defined and measured 

differently by each DSP site, and by different researchers who focus 

on drug use. Selecting a particular measure of problematic use from 

among those available can be almost arbitrary. Some studies have 
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used several different measures of substance use which together tend 

to more eff6ctively identify the most problematic users. Problem

atic use in this report focuses on three aspects of substance use 

behavior: amount of alcohol consumeq, frequency of alcohol and 

other drug use, and problems resulting from alcohol and drug use. 

One way of measuring problematic substance use is by examining 

the numbe~ of problems with family, friends, school, law enforce

ment, or health associated with use. students in this survey were 

asked, "Hmv many times in the past year have you had problems with 

(your family, with teachers, etc.) because of your .... drinking/use 

of drugs?" 

In San Diego, 36 percent of the students had some type of 

problem as a result of their drinking (see Table 8-3), and 19 per

cent had some type of problem as a result of their drug use (see 

Table 8-4). Alcohol-related problems were highest for family, 

girlfriend/boyfriend, friends, and law enforcement. 

problems were highest in the areas of health, 

girlfriend/boyfriend. 

Drug-related 

family, and 

The amount of problematic SUbstance use appears more dramatic 

\vhen only the students who use alcohol or other drugs are selected. 

Of the students who drink, 57 percent had some type of alcohol rela

ted problem during the past year (see Table 8-3). Of the students 

who used other drugs, 24 percent had some type of problem during the 

past year (see Table 8-4). 

In Salinas, 24 percent of the stUdents reported problems as a 

result of their drinking and 16 percent reported some type of 
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Table 8-3 
Students Reporting Problems 
Resulting from Alcohol Use 

All sites 1985 

San Diego Salinas 

Percent of Total 
Student Population 
Reporting any Problem 36% 36% 

Percent of Total 
Student Population 
Reporting problems with: 

Girlfriend/boyfriend 14% 12% 
Family 17 10 
Friends 12 8 
Physical fights 9 6 
Health 9 5 
Teachers 1 1 
Principal/school staff 2 1 
Police 11 4 

Percent of Alcohol 
Users Reporting 
any Problem 57% 58% 

(n=503) (n=497) 

Benicia 
.. 

32% -. 

18% 
16 
,12 
12 
10 

3 
4 

10 

44% 
(n=485) 
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Table 8-4 
Students Reporting Problems 

Resulting from Drug Use 
All sites 1985 

San Diego Salinas 

Percent of Total 
Student Population 
Reporting any Problem 19% 16% 

Percent of Total 
Student Population 
Reporting problems with: 

Girlfriend/boyfriend 8% 7% 
Family 8 8 
Friends 5 6 
Physical fights 3 4 
Health 10 6 
Teachers 2 2 
Principal/school staff 1 1 
Police 3 1 

Percent of 
Drug Users Reporting 
any Problem 24% 60% 

(n=503) (n=497) 

Benicia 

21% 

12% 
11 

7 
6 
3 
4 
4 
5 

45% 
(n=485) 
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problem due to drug use (see Tables 8-3, 8-4). When only students 

whoused alcohol were considered, 58 percent reported problems 

related to use. Of the students who used drugs, 60 percent reported 

problems resulting to their use. 

Alcohol-related problems were highest for girlfriend/boyfriend 

or family. Drug-related problems were highest for family, but 

nearly as many students reported trouble with girlfriend/boyfriend, 

friends, and health. 

Thirty-two percent of the students in Benicia reported problems 

related to alcohol use, and 21 percent reported problems related to 

drug use. Problems tended to center around trouble with girlfriend/ 

boyfriend and family; alcohol-related problems also included trouble 

with friends, law enforcement, physical fights, and health. Almost 

half of the students who used alcohol or drugs reported problems 

associated with use (44 and 45 percent). 

These results show the problematic nature of substance use in 

schools, and help identify a group of users who are more prob

lema tic, and who perhaps have the greatest need for intervention 

activities. 

However, caution must be used in interpreting these results. 

The number of problems reported depends to a large extent on how the 

problems were defined by the students taking the survey. We have no 

way of assessing the nature and seriousness of a particular problem 

in this survey. Alcohol-related health problems undoubtedly refer 

to hangovers, rather than the chronic physical deterioration associ

ated with heavy long-term alcohol consumption. The number of 
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problems reported also may be misleading. 

student caught drinking a can of beer with 

For example, a male 

some friends after a 

football game may report problems with the law enforcement, school 

staff, family, friends, and girlfriend--even if that was one of a 

very few times the student drank beer. 

On the other hand, problems 

indication of the ser1iousness of 

related to use do 

use. Table 8-5 

provide some 

examines the 

relationship between frequency of use and problems associated with 

use for alcohol, marijuana, and other drugs. In each case, it is 

clear that infrequent users were not likely to have alcohol or drug 

related problems, while the most frequent (weekly) users were very 

likely to have such problems. 

Almost half (43 percent) of the weekly alcohol users in San 

Diego, for example, reported four or more alcohol-related problems 

during the past year. In Salinas, 46 percent of weekly drinkers 

report four or more alcohol-related problems, and in Benicia this 

increased to 52 percent. similarly, about half of the weekly mari

juana users (ranging from 53 percent in Benicia to 57 percent in 

Salinas) reported four or more drug-related problems during the past 

year, and a large percentage of weekly drug users (44 to 66 percent) 

report four or more drug-related problems during the past year. 

Thus, many of the students identified as having alcohol or drug

related problems with the school, parents, and law enforcement also 

were among the heaviest users; and the special focus of many drug 

intervention programs on these students appears warranted. 
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Table 8-5 
Alcohol and Drug Related Problems 

by Alcohol and Drug Use 
All sites 1985 

Number of Problems Reported 
During Past Year 

San Diego None 1-3 4+ Total 

Alcohol 
Yearly, but not monthly 91% 5% 4% 100% -Monthly, but not weekly 54 30 16 100 ". 

Weekly 27 30 43 100 

Marijuana 
Yearly, but not monthly 78% 14% 8% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 45 33 22 100 
l'leekly 18 27 55 100 

Other Drugs 
Yearly, but not monthly 64% 2l% 15% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 57 20 23 100 
Weekly 36 20 44 100 

Salinas None 1-3 4+ Total 

Alcohol 
Yearly, but not monthly 76% 17% 7% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 58 13 29 100 
l'leekly 35 19 46 100 

Marijuana 
Yearly, but not monthly 77% 13% 10% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 58 15 27 100 
Weekly 25 18 57 100 

Other Drugs 
Yearly, but not monthly 60% 23% 17% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 39 6 55 100 
Weekly 17 17 66 100 

Benicia None 1-3 4+ Total 

Alcohol 
Yearly, but not monthly 74% 17% 9% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 52 27 21 100 
Weekly 36 13 52 100 

Marijuana 
Yearly, bLlt not monthly 66% 17% 17% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 47 28 26 100 
Weekly 27 20 53 100 

Other Drugs 
Yearly, but not monthly 61% 23% 17% 100% 
Monthly, but not weekly 55 8 37 100 
Weekly 28 17 55 100 

p-.OOOl 
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Another way to assess problematic use is to look at the fre-

quency and level of use during a relatively short time period--in 

this case during the last 30 days. According to Table 8-6, less 

than half of the students surveyed--between 23 percent in Salinas 

and 41 percent in San Diego--reported some alcohol use during the 

past 30 days. The majority of these students reported drinking less 

than once a week. Thus, frequent drinkers represented a relatively 

small portion of the students who drank (between one and eight 

percent) . This would be expected, since a large amount of drinking 

is done to experiment or socialize. 

However, the frequent drinkers still represent a small but 

significant portion of the student population. Many of the students 

in this frequent drinking group were involved in "binge" drinking--

the consumption of large quantities of alcohol during a short period 

of time. At the DSP impact sites, between two and three percent of 

the students reported consuming four to seven drinks on one occa-

sion; between one and two percent reported consuming eight to 11 

drinks on one occasion; and between three and eight percent reported 

consuming 12 or more drinks on one occasion. These students repre-

sent the most serious drinkers, and also those students most in need 

of help from treatment programs. 

A similar pattern could be found for use of other drugs--in 

most cases, relatively few stUdents used drugs more than once a 

week, but again this group represents the most serious and problem-

atic users. In San Diego, for example, about 25 percent of the 

students reported using marijuana during the past 30 days (11 
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Table 8-6 
Drug Use During the Past 30 Days 

All Sites 1985 

No Use in Less Than 
San Diego Past 30 Days Once a Weels 
Alcohol 

1 to 3 drinks 59% 37% 
4 to 7 drinks 75 23 
8 to 11 drinks 86 13 

12 or more drinks 90 8 

Marijuana 75 15 
Cocaine 90 7 
Crank 97 2 

Other Amphetamines 96 2 
Hallucinogens 96 4 
Barbituarates 99 1 

Opiates 99 1 
Inhalants 99 1 
Other Drugs 97 2 

No Use in Less Than 
Salinas Past 30 Days Once a Week 
Alcohol 

1 to 3 drinks 77% 21% 
4 to 7 drinks 89 9 
8 to 11 drinks 93 6 

12 or more drinks 89 7 

Marijuana 76 13 
Cocaine 93 5 
Crank 97 2 

Other Amphetamines 94 4 
Hallucinogens 97 2 
Barbituarates 98 1 

opiates 98 1 
Inhalants 98 1 
Other Drugs 98 1 

No Use in Lef"s Than 
Benicia Past 30 Days Once a Week 
Alcohol 

1 to 3 drinks 58% 39% 
4 to 7 drinks 78 18 
8 to 11 drinks 89 10 

12 or more drinks 81 11 

Marijuana 67 16 
Cocaine 85 9 
Crank Bl 12 

Other Amphetamines 91 6 
Hallucinogens 92 5 
Barbituarates 95 4 

Opiates 97 2 
Inhalants 97 2 
Other Drugs 85 9 

More Than 
Once a Week 

3% 
2 
2 
3 

11 '; 

3 
1 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 

More Than 
Once a Week 

2 
2 
1 
4 

11 
2 
1 

2 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

More Than 
Once a Weels 

3% 
3 
1 
8 

17 
6 
7 

2 
3 
1 

1 
1 
5 
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percent reported using more than once a week). Nine percent 

reported using cocaine, and between one and four percent reported 

using each of the remaining drugs. 

In Salinas, twenty-four percent of the students reported using 

marijuana within the past thirty days. Eleven percent reported 

using marijuana more than once a week, and six percent reported 

using cocaine and between one and three percent reported using each 

of the other drugs. 

Twenty-three percent of the students in Benicia reported mari

juana use within the past 30 days. Of these students, fairly equal 

percentages used it less than once a week (16 percent) and more than 

once a week (17 percent). Nineteen percent repu.i:"ted crank use, 

seven percent more than once a week. Fifteen percent reported 

cocaine use, eight percent reported amphetamine use, and another 

eight percent reported barbiturate use. Between three and five 

percent reported use of other hard drugs during the past 30 days. 

It is evident from this Table that the number of students involved 

in very frequent use (more than once a week) is small. However, 

these students represent the most serious users, and are the stu

dents most likely to have problems related to use. Drug abuse 

intervention programs, therefore, need to identify and work with 

this group of the most serious users . 
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Parent, School Staff, and Student Attitudes 
About Substance Use 

Perception of Prevalence: The perception parents, school staff, 

and students reported about the prevalence of drug use, and the dif-

ferences between these perceptions are presented in Table 8-7. 

Teacher and parent perceptions were relatively close in most in-

stances at San Diego. For example, 47 percent of teachers thought 

that most high school aged children in their community used mari-

juana, while 45 percent of the parents agreed with this statement. 

Student perceptions, however, differed significantly: 71 percent 

agreed with this statement. 

Parents and school staff and stUdents perceived nearly the same 

levels of drug sales in the community (one percent of both parents 

and school staff agreed that some or most of the youths in the 

community were involved in marijuana sales, while three percent of 

students believed this). When asked how many of their friends or 

children's friends used drugs, student and parent attitudes tended 

to be the most similar. Teachers tended to estimate lower levels of 

alcohol and marijuana use. 

In Salinas, school staff and students believed there were more 

students in their high school using marijuana (53 and 46 percent 

respectively) than did parents (32 percent). Staff (78 percent) and 

." 

.-

students (61 percent) also believed there were more students .~ 

drinking than did parents (41 percent). Students believed there was 

more hard drug use and drug sales than did either school staff or 

parents (see Table 8-6). 
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Table 8-7 
Perception of Prevalence of Drugs Use 

Compared with Actual Use: 
School Staff, Parent, and Student Attitudes 

All Sites 1985 

.' " 

Thinking about high school 
aged children in your 
community, how many of them 
do you think have: 

How many of your children's 
friends* do you think have: 

School School 
San Diego Staff Parents Students Staff Parents Students 

Used Marijuana 47'7. 45'7. 71'7. 25'7. 38'7. 27'7. 
Sold Marijuana 1 1 3 3 3 4 

Used Alcohol 81 77 89 48 60 64 

Used Hard Drugs 3 2 9 0 5 5 
Sold Hard Drugs 0 1 2 0 3 2 

School School 
Salinas Staff Parents Students Staff Parents Students 

Used Marijuana 53'7. 32% 46% 15'7. 19'7. 237-
Sold Marijuana 0 2 10 0 3 8 

Used Alcohol 78 41 61 33 19 34 

Used Hard Drugs 0 4 7 0 3 4 
Sold Hard Drugs 0 0 4 0 3 3 

~) 

-J 
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When asked how many of their friends or their children's 

friends used marijuana, students (23 percent) reported higher levels 

than either staff (15 percent) or parents (19 percent). Students 

(34 percent) and staff (33 percent) perceived nearly the same levels 

of their friends or their children's friends who used alcohol, 

while parents (19 percent) perceived a much lower level of use. 

In Benicia, the difference in perceptions between parents and 

students was dramatic. Nearly twice as many students (64 percent) 

believed that students used marijuana than did parents (34 percent). 

Students also believed there were a greater number of students 

selling marijuana than did parents (15 versus four percent). Simi

larly, students believed there were higher levels of alcohol (89 

percent) use than did parents (62 percent). There was a substantial 

difference in perceptions of hard drug use (students, 13 percent, 

and parents, three percent). Students (six percent) were more 

likely to believe that their peers sold hard drugs than were parents 

(one percent). 

When considering friends and children's friends use, the 

differences in perception were not as great. Thirty-three percent 

of students reported they believed all or most of their friends used 

marijuana (versus parents at 23 percent). Students perceived higher 

levels of alcohol (57 percent) and hard drug use (eight percent) 

among their friends than did parents (35 and three percent). stu

dents also perceived a higher level of marijuana (nine percent) and 

hard drug sales (eight percent) sales among their friends than did 

parents (three and one percent, respectively). 

.-
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Importance of community Issues: 

students were asked, "How important 

School staff, parents, and 

are the following issues to 

family and youth life in your community?" The majority of parents 

and school staff in general reported the five most important issues 

as: 1) quality of public education; 2) sale of drugs to minors; 3) 

sale of drugs in and around schools; 4) youth drug abuse; and 5) 

child abuse. 

Youth attitudes differed somewhat. In general, they reported 

the five most important issues as: 1) child abuse; 2) sale of drugs 

to minors; 3) youth crime; 4) sale of drugs in and around schools; 

and 5) youth drug abuse. Child abuse was considered to be the most 

important issue by nearly three quarters (74 percent) of the stu

dents. 

Ideas for Reducing Drug Use: A number of ideas were suggested 

for reducing substance use, and respondents were asked to indicate 

how they felt about each idea. In San Diego, the three most popular 

approaches for school staff were arresting dealers, teaching elemen

tary school students about drugs, and arresting users. Parents and 

students tended to support arresting dealers and teaching elementary 

students, and also were concerned with treatment for youthful drug 

users. More than half the parents supported nine of the eleven 

suggestions presented. Over 50 percent of the school staff sup

ported five of the suggestions, while more than half of the students 

supported only three. 
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According to parents and school staff in Salinas, the three 

most popular approaches to deal with the drug problem were arresting 

and prosecuting more drug dealers, starting programs to treat youth

ful drug users, and teaching elementary school students about the 

dangers of drugs. Parents and teachers differed when asked about 

having law enforcement on campus. Fifty-one percent of parents 

thought it would be a very good idea and only 13 percent of school 

staff believed it would be very good. Thirteen percent of teachers 

thought it would be very bad to have law enforcement on campus. 

The most popular solutions among students were teaching 

elementary school children about the dangers of drugs I treating 

youthful drug abusers, and identifying and arresting more drug 

dealers. The least popular tactics were having law enforcement on 

or near campus. Although these were the least popular methods to 

deal with drug problems, according to students, the numbers of 

students supporting these methods were still quite high (47 and 57 

percent, respectively). 

An overwhelming majority of parents supported all eleven ideas 

for combating the drug problem in their community. The majority of 

the school staff supported eight of the ideas and across-the-board 

were not as enthusiastic as parents. A majority of students sup

ported ten of the ideas (ranging from 61 to 89 percent support). 

The largest number of Benicia parents agreed with San Diego and 

Salinas parents that arresting and prosecuting more drug dealers 

would be the most effective way to deal with the drug problem in 

their community. Large numbers of parents also supported teaching 

" 
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elementary school children about the dang~rs of drugs, and having 

classes devoted to increasing student awareness of drug use con

sequences. Treatment programs for youthful drug abusers also were 

highly supported by parents. 

Across-the-board, students in Benicia reported less support for 

the ideas to deal with the drug problem in their community. 

However, a majority of students supported nine of the eleven ideas. 

The three top ideas, according to the students, were teaching 

elementary school children about the dangers of drugs, treating 

youthful drug abusers, and identifying and arresting more drug 

dealers. Students were least likely to support having more law 

enforcement on or near campus. 

Awareness of IDtervention Programs: Programs which are 

consistent with these approaches have been established in each of 

the three sites. Questions were asked to determine how aware 

respondents were of these programs. In general, students at all 

sites showed relatively low levels of 

aware of classroom drug education, 32 

awareness: 50 percent were 

percent of counseling for 

students, and 30 percent or less of the remaining programs. An even 

smaller number of students were aware of the specific programs by 

name (see Table 8-8). 

Teachers and parents in San Diego were much more aware of pro

grams available to youth. Between 40 and 90 percent of teachers, 

and between 33 and 75 percent of parents, were aware of the various 

programs offered in the county. Only 40 percent of parents were 

aware that family counseling was available, and only 32 percent of 
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Table 8-8 
Program Awareness 

All sites 1985 

Students School Statf Parent~ 

San Diego Any Sgecific Any Sgecific Any Sgecific 

Detection and 
Arrest 17% 11% 48% 24% 35% 20% 

. 
Classes on , 

Drugs 50 41 90 54 75 39 

Programs for ,.; 
Parents 30 16 67 38 65 36 

Family 
counseling 26 14 61 ;!5 40 19 

Counseling 
for Students 32 18 63 25 33 16 

Students School Staff Parents 

Salinas Any Sgecific Any Sge9ific Any . S12ecific 

Detection and 
Arrest 18% 8% 47% 34% 19% 12% 

Classes on 
Drugs 60 41 80 69 49 30 

Programs for 
Parents 21 10 59 38 25 11 

Family 
Counseling 29 14 86 59 34 21 

Counseling 
for Students 38 21 77 53 28 16 

students Parents 
r 

Benicia Any Sgecific Any Sgecific 

Detection and 
Arrest 7% 2% 6% 2% .-
Classes on 
Drugs 61 45 65 40 

Programs for 
Parents 17 5 21 12 

Family 
Counseling 25 9 21 18 

Counseling 
for Students 22 7 8 1 
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students were aware that student counseling was available. Con

sidering the much higher level of actual drug use, it appears that 

all groups would benefit from the knowledge that these services are 

availabl'e. 

students in Salinas also showed low levels of awareness of 

programs available to them. Only 17 percent of students indicated 

they had heard of programs to detect and arrest drug dealers, and 

less than half of the students had heard of programs for parents, 

family counseling, or counseling for students. Fifty percent of the 

students reported they had heard of classes focusing on drug use. 

Even fewer students were able to name specific intervention 

programs. 

Parents have a much lower level of program awareness than 

school staff, which would be expected f~r school-based DSP programs. 

Less than half of the parents in Salinas were aware that each of the 

five programs listed were available in the community, and even fewer 

were able to name a specific program. Teachers were the most aware 

group, probably because of their more central involvement in the DSP 

effort. A maj ori ty of staff were aware of all of the programs 

except detection and arrest of drug dealers (47 percent). 

Students in Benicia were most aware (61 percent) of classes on 

drugs, but had a relatively low level of awareness of programs for 

parents (17 percent), family counseling (25 percent), or individual 

counseling (22 percent). Again, even fewer students were able to 

name specific 

students were 

intervention programs. 

able to name a specific 

Only seven percent of the 

counseling program, even 
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though the high school site in Benicia has a counseling office on 

school grounds. 

Parents had nearly the same level of program awareness as did 

the students in Benicia. However, fewer parents were aware of 

counseling programs for the students (eight percent) and only one 

percent of the parents were able to name a counseling program. 

Parents, like the students, were most aware of classes for drug 

education (65 percent) and 40 percent were able to name a specific 

program. 

This low level of awareness at all three sites highlights one 

of ·the problems facing any drug prevention/ intervention effort-

expanding community awareness. While many of these programs have 

been publicized extensively, it is clear that more pUblicity is 

needed. 

/ 
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Chapter 9 
The Impact of DSP at the 

San Diego site 

A major research objective is to determine the impact of the 

DSP on youth attitudes and behavior. To accompl ish this task, a 

quasi-experimental design has been implemented at one of the DSP 

sites. San Diego project officials volunteered to participate in 

the impact assessment. since funds prohibited a multi-site impact 

evaluation a single high school was selected to serve as the test 

site. 

The research design simply consists of an abbreviated time 

series analysis. The youth survey questionnaire was administered in 

the fall of 1984 to a random sample of 502 students. since the DSP 

did not begin at the high school until the middle part of the 1984 

school year, the first survey was intended to serve as a baseline 

measure of drug use among students at this high school. A second 

survey was then administered in the fall of 1985, again to a random 

sample of high school students (N=503). The 1985 sample was 

intended to represent levels of drug use among students after the 

introduction of the DSP. By repeating the same survey to random 

samples of the student population each year, changes in the preva-

lence and frequency of drug use among the students could be 

observed. Furthermore, since the questionnaire also measured other 

aspects of the youths' attitudes toward drug use, family, social 

values, delinquency and school, factors, which have been associated 

with drug use and are the target of DSP services, can be identified 

and monitored over time. 
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It is important to note that this design is not a cohort sample 

where individuals are being tracked over time. Instead, it simply 

attempts to monitor changes in student drug use in general over 

time. This approach fits the DSP's objectives which emphasize 

general drug education for students and specific intervention for 

drug abusers. The central issue for the evaluation is the extent to 

which drug use among students is declining. 

There are, of course, significant limitations to this design. 

Most significant is the limited number of observations made (1984 

versus 1985). In actuality, the design presently represents a pre 

and post-test design. Changes in drug use patterns could be attri

buted to a number of external factors unrelated to the effects of 

the DSP. To attempt to control for this limitation, a third survey 

will be administered in 1986 to see if the 1984-1985 trends persist. 

The analysis also attempts to link any changes in drug use patterns 

with changes in attitudes toward drugs, which is a major goal of the 

DSP. 

Personal Characteristics of the 1984 and 1985 Samples 

No significant differences existed among the youth sampled in 

1984 and 1985 with respect to their demographic characteristics (see 

Table 9-1). This finding effectively removed the possibility that 

changes in drug use patterns could be attributed to demographic 

shifts in the student population between 1984 and 1985. 

Since the impact analysis was conducted at a single high 

school, these data describe the type of students enrolled at 

.. -
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Table 9-1 

Respondent Characteristics 
San Diego, 1984-1985 

1984 

Total Cases n=502 

Sex 
Male 52% 
Female 48 

Race 
White 74% 
Hispanic 15 
Black 6 
Other 5 

Living Situation 
Both parents 75% 
One parent 22 
Other 3 

Stressful Events 
Parent divorce 5% 
Parent separation 5 
Parent remarriage 4 
Parent serious accident 4 
Father lost job 9 
Mother lost job 
Parent serious illness 

Father's Occupation* 
Professional/managerial 68% 
Sales/clerical 13 
Skilled labor 2 
Unskilled labor 6 
Other 11 

Grade 
10 37% 
11 31 
12 32 

College Plans 92% 

Currently Working 35% 

Grade Point Average 3.1 

Age 16.4 

* Does not include unemployed. 

1985 

n=503 

51% 
49 

73% 
16 

5 
6 

69% 
26 

5 

2% 
6 
4 
4 
6 

62% 
12 

6 
8 

12 

30% 
37 
32 

94% 

33% 

3.2 

16.2 
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this high school, which effectively limits the extent to which the 

findings can be generalized to other jurisdictions. 

In general, this high school represents a unique student popu

lation. students are predominately white with a middle to upper

class background and located within a major urban city (San Diego). 

In both samples approximately half of the students surveyed were 

male, and the majority were White. Hispanic students represented 

the predominant minority group (15-16 percent). Most of the youths 

at this school lived at home with both parents, but a large number 

(22-26 percent) lived in single parent households. 

The parents of these students were employed in professional or 

managerial jobs (62-68 percent). Less than two percent were unem-

ployed which compares with California's unemployment rate of seven 

percent. The samples were evenly separated into three grade levels 

(10th, 11th, and 12th grade students) and virtually all of the 

youths (94 percent) planned to attend college after graduation. 

Most significantly, these students were high academic achievers. 

The mean grade po~nt average for the students sampled was fairly 

high: 3.2 of a possible 4.0. 

Comparisons of Prevalence of Substance Use 

The first step in assessing the impact of DSP was to compare 

changes in the prevalence of use between 1984 and 1985. As noted in 

Chapter 9, the San Diego students, like students at the other two 

schools surveyed, reported relatively high levels of alcohol (beer 

and wine in particular) and marijuana use which is consistent with 

,-
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national survey data. Although the 1985 data reported high rates of 

prevalence, these rates declined for most drugs. For example, 

prevalence dropped five percent for beer, five percent for mari

juana, four percent for cocaine, and four percent for amphetamines 

(see Figure 9-1). Only PCP use increased, and only by a small 

amou.nt (one percent) . 

Although this decrease in use for most of the drugs surveyed is 

encouraging, the data show there still are a significant number of 

high school students who use or experiment with alcohol, marijuana, 

and other drugs. These are the students at whom portions of the DSP 

are aimed. In order to accurately target DSP activities, it is 

important to understand which groups of students are less likely to 

be using drugs. Therefore, prevalence of substance use is examined 

next by sex and age. 

The decrease in substance use is mainly attributable to the 

drop in prevalence for females. In some cases (wine, cocaine, 

hallucinogens), prevalence for males has increased (see Table 9-2). 

For females, there was a drop in prevalence for almost all drugs, 

and some of these drops were quite dramatic. For example, the 

number of females using beer, wine, and amphetamines dropped eight 

percent; the number using cocaine dropped ten percent, and the 

number using marijuana dropped seven percent. 

Changes in prevalence also differed significantly by age. 

Generally, national data havef shown that the number of people using 

drugs increases steadily by age through the teenage years and early 

twenties. In the San Diego high school, however, the pattern was 
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Figure 9-1 

PREVALENCE OF DRUG USE--SAN DIEGO 

Beer Wine Mar Coe Hal Amp Bar Inh Her 

Drug 

~ 1985 

ID 1984 
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Beer 
W,ine 
Marijuana 

Cocaine 
Hallucinogens 
Amphetamines 

Barbiturates 
Inhalants 
Heroin 
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Table 9-2 

Prevalence of Drug Use by Sex 
San Diego - 1985 

M A L E 

1985 9.:-0 Change 

77% -4% 
66 5 
47 -3 

23 +2 
11 +4 

8 -1 

2 +1 
6 a 
1 +1 

F E MAL E 

1985 9.:-0 Change 

71% -8% 
68 -8 
40 -7 

2.3 -10 
6 -4 

11 -8 

2 -1 
6 -3 
0 0 
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different. The most dramatic decline in use took plac~ among high 

school seniors I although the number of cases in this age bracket 

greatly limit any strong conclusions (Table 9-3). However, the 

modest increases and even slight reductions as age increased suggest 

a unique pattern at this school. 

Incidence of Substance Use 

An analysis of whether the rate of drug Use is declining is 

more difficult to interpret because only youths who reported using 

alcohol and drugs at least once during the past 12 months were 

addressed the survey. Changes in incidence rates simply reflect the 

frequency of usage among the smaller proportion of youths continuing 

to use these drugs. 

Indeed for those youths who continued to use drugs, there was 

an increase in incidence over the two years of the survey (Figure 9-

2). The one notable exception was marijuana use, which is declining 

rapidly. These data suggest that the DSP has not been effective in 

reaching more frequent drug users. This should not be surprising 

given that most educational campaigns are directed at those who use 

at the lowest rates (i. e., "marginal" users). students are more 

likely to move from "use" to "nonuse," than from higher to lower 

levels of use. 

Since marijuana use declined so markedly, analysis was done to 

isolate what type of youths had declined more significantly in rates 

of incidence. Table 9-4 shows that white males between the 

.. -
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1985 

Beer 71% 
Wine 67 
Marijuana 47 

Cocaine 16 
Hallucinogens 8 
Amphetamines 13 

Barbiturates 2 
Inhalants 8 
Heroin 1 

1984 n=502 
1985 n=503 
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Table 9-3 

Prevalence of Drug Use by Age 
San Diego - 1985 

E 15 A G E 16 A G 
9.:-0 

9.:-0 

Change 1985 Change 1985 

-7% 74% -2% 77% 
-10 67 +4 69 

+2 44 -6 42 

-2 22 +1 26 
0 8 -1 9 

+1 9 -5 7 

0 1 +2 3 
0 8 -1 4 

+1 2 +2 0 

E 17 A G E 18 
9.:-0 9.:-0 

Change 1985 Change 

-4% 70% -15% 
+3 30 -25 
-5 30 -25 

-3 21 -17 
+1 9 +2 
-6 9 -1 

-1 0 0 
-3 0 -3 

0 0 0 
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Figure 9-2 

INCIDENCE OF DRUG USE--SAN DIEGO 
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ages of 15 and 16 reported the most significant declines in mari

juana use. 

Factors Explaining the Decline in Drug Use 

Can the declines in prevalence and incidence be attributed to 

changes in attitudes? Patterns of substance use are connected with 

values and attitudes toward use, and should be related to changes in 

these attitudes. And, as noted before, the youth survey allows one 

to observe changes in other areas of a youths's life which may be 

attributed to drug use or cessation. 

A detailed analysis was done comparing the 1984 and 1985 

samples on the youths' responses to questionnaire items measuring 

the following dimensions of behavior and social values: 

1. Attachment to conventional social values 

2. School performance 

3. Peer relationships 

4. Attachment to family 

5. Self~reported delinquency 

6. Attitudes toward drug use 

Of all the items, only attitudes toward drug use and marijuana 

in particular had changed systematically. The level of self-report 

delinquency, attachment to family, peer relationships, attachment to 

social values, and school performance remaip-ed unchanged. Figures 

9-3 and 9-4 illustrate how much youth attitudes toward drug use have 

been affected. The figures show that youths increasingly believe 
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Figure 9-3 

ATTITUDES TOWARD DRUG USE--SAN DIEGO 
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Table 9-4 

Rates of Incidence 
For Marijuana Use 

1984 - 1985 

". 

1984 1985 9., 
0 Change 

AGE 

15 47.5% 29.7% -37.5% 
16 70.5 43.4 -38.4 
17 48.2 45.7 -5.2 

SEX 

Male 74.9 47.6 -36.5 
Female 35.8 38.0 +6.2 

ETHNICITY 

White 58.5 47.6 -18.6 
Hispanic 30.3 28.2 -6.9 
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that the use or selling of drugs by youth and adults is "wrong." 

Since other areas of the youths' lives as measured by the question

naire have not altered, the educational activities of the DSP may be 

having a definite impact on youth attitudes which in turn are influ

encing behavior. 

Table 9-5 also sho~s that youths report fewar of their peers 

are using or selling marijuana. These trends verify the self report 

data on individual use which are also declining. However, it is also 

interesting to note that youth perceptions of getting caught for use 

or sale of marijuana did not change over the two years. This is 

again further indication that changes in rnarijua:nause must be 

attributed to changes in youth attitudes toward drug use and mari

j uana in particular and not toward increased law enforcement prac

tices which may be operating within that jurisdiction. 

.' 

....-
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Table 9-5 

Peer Involvement and Likelihood 
of Being Caught - Marijuana 

Peers use marijuana 

None 
All of them 

Peers sold marijuana 

None uf them 
All of them 

Get caught using marijuana 

Very like~y or likely 

Get caught $elling marijuana 

Very likely or likely 

1984 

19.2% 
11.4 

57.3% 
1.2 

18.7% 

29.9% 

1985 

23.1% 
7.2 

65.5% 
1.6 

19 .. 5% 

25.3% 
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APPENDIX A 

OCJP NEEDS ASSESSHENT 



DRUG SUPPRESSIUN IN SCHOOLS 

TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

Parti~ipant Nam~: ______________________ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~ ___ 

Agency Name: ______________ ----------------------__ --____ -------

Ayency Address: ____ --__ ----------~ __ ----____ ~----__ --~--~--

Agency Phone: ____ ----------------------------------------------

A. Training/Technical Assistance Topics 

1-
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

Please rank the following topics according tQ your needs: 

(1) Most needed; 
(2) Needed; 
(3) Least n~eded; 
(4) Not needed at all. 

Program Manag~ment & Planning 
Training/Orientation of In-House 

Personnel 
8uildiny Community Support 
Maintaining Local DSP Advisory 

Committee Support 
Recruitiny Volunteers 
Establish/Maintain Coordination 

with Law Enforcement 
Establish/Maintain Coordination 

with-School District 
Establish/Maintain Coordination 

with Service Provider 
Develop/Maintain effective Data 

Collection System 
Develop/Implement Drug Awareness 

Curriculum 
Conduct Educational Programs for 

Students 
Peer Group Education Programs 
Drug Related Legal ~ights for 

Students 
Drug Awareness Information for 

Parents 

-1-

Training 
Technical 
Assistance 

Resource 
Mater; als 

~,~ 

.. 

~. 
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15. Parent Support Groups 
16. Parent Involvement in Program 
17. Intervention Strategies 
1~. Defining the 'Chronic' Abuser 
19. Identifying Service Providers in 

Your Communi ty 
20. Reporting Re4uirements/Legal 

Kights of Teachers 
21. Selling OSP to uovernment 

ufficials 
22. Drug Suppression in Rural 

COfIlTlunities 
23. Evaluating Your Program 
24. Child Abuse/Drug Relationship 
25. Gang/Drug Relationship 
26. Uther: 

B. Druy Suppression Program Components 

Training 
Technical 
Assistance 

Resource 
Materials 

Please list any problems you/your project may be experiencing with the 
DSP 7 Program Components listed below. Please be specific when 
describin~ your problems and any possible solutions to those problems: 

COMPONENT #1 - Local Advisory Committee 
a. Problems: 

b. Possible Solutions: 

-2-



COMPONENT ~2 - Drug Traffic Intervention 
a. P rob 1 ems : 

b. Possible Solutions: 

COMPONENT ~3 - School Educational Presentation 
a. Problems: 

b. Possible Solutions: 

CuMPONENT #4 - Family Uriented Programs 
a. ProbJ ems: 

b. Pos~ible Solutions: 

COMPONENT #5 - Development/Distribution of Training Materials 
a. Problems: 

-3-
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COMPONENT *6 - Development of Prevention and Intervention Programs 
a. PrOD I ems: 

b. Possible Solutions: 

COMPONENT *7 - Intervention System for Chronic Abusers 
a. Problems: 

b. Possible Solutions: 

c. lndicate.if you or your proyram would benefit from receiving 
technical assistance? 

yes __ no 

D. If yes, what form of technical assistance would you like? Please check 
one: 

1. Office of Criminal Justice Planning 
Staff visit 

2. Expert in your particular problem 
3. Site visit to a OSP project 

experienced in dealing with your 
particular problem 

-4-
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E. What type of technical assistance forum would you prefer? 
Please check one: 

1 • One on One ___ _ 2. Small Cluster Meeting ----
F. Indicate if you or your agency would be willing to provide technical 

assistance to another DSP site: 
yes_ no __ 

G. For 1H-Month Only Projects 

Please list the types of local funding/support you anticipate receiving 
for your OSP Project once OCJP grant funds cease: 
1. __________________________ _ 3. ________ ...-.. ................. ____ .......... 

2. ________________________ __ 

H. Training Materials/Resources 

Indicate any resources (film, tapes, brochures~ curricul~ms, etc~) you 
feel are lacking in your program. Please be specific: 

-5-
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DRUG SUPPKESSION IN SCHu0LS PKuGRAM (USP) 

SUMMAKY 0F TKAINING/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT SUKVEY 

A. TKAINING/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TOPICS 

Metnodolo'.;/y 

USP project staff were asked to rate 25 subject areas on a 1-4 scale (1-
most needed, 4-not needed at all) for determininy the need for training, 
technical assistance and resource materials. Twenty-one responses were 
received and compi led. Tne highest score a topic could receive was 21 
points. The number of points in the "most needed" categories were added 
and 1 i sted by pri ori ty. The number of poi nts in the "needed" cateyory 
were a I so added and the sum appears in the second col urnn. The SU;Jl of 
both "most neeaed" dnd "needed" points appear in the "combined" column. 

Trainin~ 
MuST 

TOPICS (toe 13 responses) NEEDED NEEDED CuMBINED 

tiuilding Co~nunity Su~~ort 7 6 13 
Intervention Strateyies '7 :, 12 
Peer Group Education Programs 6 7 1:3 
Keportiny Requireillents/Le,;)aI Kights 

ot Teacners 6 7 1:3 
Selling USP to Government 0fficials 0 4 17 
Evaluating your Program 6 11 17 
Uevelo~/Maintain Effective Data 

Collection System :, 8 13 
PrOljrdm Manayement & Planning 4 ~ 13 
Parent Support Groups 4 7 11 
Parent Involvement in Program 4 8 1~ 
Gany/Drug Kelationship 4 ~ 13 
~aintaining Local OSP Mvi sory 

Committee SUflPort 4 S ':J 
Child Abuse/Drug ~elationship 3 Y 12 



Technical Assistance 

TuPICS (top 7 responses) 

Hui 1 di ng COIl¥lluni ty Support 
Uevelop/Mdintain Effective Data 

Collection System 
Conduct Educational Pro~rams 

for Students 
Parent Involvement in Pro~ram 
Evaluating Your Pro~ram 
Develop/Implement Drug Awareness 

CurriCUlum 
Child Abuse/Drug Relationship 

Resource Materials 

TOPICS (top 10 responses) 

Drug Awareness Information 
tor Parents 

Parent Support Groups 
Parent Involvement in Program 
Chi Id Abuse/Drug Kelationship 
Selling USP to Government ufficials 
Evaluating your pro~ram 
Gang/Drug ~elationsnip 
Hui Iding Community Support 
Develop/Implement Drug Awareness 

Curriculum 
Intervention strategies 

r~uST 

NEEDED NEEDED CUMBINED 

6 7 13 

~ ~ 10 

~ 3 ~ 
~ 7 12 
S H 13 

4 ~ ~ 
4 7 11 

MOST 
NEEDED NEEDED CLJMBINEU 

7 
6 
6 
6 
b 
6 
6 
~ 

U 
10 
7 
8 
6 
6 
6 

10 

1~ 
16 
13 
14 
12 
12 
12 
15 

13 
14 

B. Summary of Druy Suppression Pro';lram Components 

COHPUNENT #1: Local i\dvi sory Conllni ttee 

a. Proolems Encountered: 

o Politics involved in local committee planning an<;l all aspects of 
pro~ram. 

o C 0111111 itt e e i s com iJ let ely ina c t i v ~ 
o No supiJort for ~rogr~n 
o Committee laCKS usefulness 
o Advisory cOllllnittee is ineffective and of little or no value 
o Advisory cOlllmittee needs a better understanding of their role 
o Attendance of m-2i1lbers is poor conf I i ct of interest of sOfTIe members 
o Unstable attendance and exact responsibilities unknown 

4. 
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CJMP0NENT #1 (continued) 

b. Possible Solutions: 

o Management traininy 
o Activities that involve participants from al I levels of the 

committee 
o Form new memberships 
o Publicize meeting better 
o Create sub-col1l1ni ttee cons is t i ng of peop led; rect I y i nvo I ved . in the 

program 
o f{e-organization of the committee 
o Use meetings to attemlJt to define lJSP committee expectations 
o Chairman and volunteer members need technical assistance in 

training them to perfonn their necessary functions 

COMPONENT #c: Drug Traffic Intervention 

a. Problems Encountered: 

o Most difficult to implement 
o Logistical problems 
o Cooperation with Sheriffs Department 
o lJevelopment of reliable informant systems 
o Prohibitions on use of minors as buyers in collecting evidence 
o Uifficulty in aChieving lU~ increase in drug related reporting 
o Law enforcement is undetstafted and not aggressive enough 

regarding truants 
o Problem witn truancy sweeps and legality of detentions 
o No long term effect on tne reduction of drug traffickiny 
o Communi cat; on ',~i th I aw enforcement 
o ~ot enouyh time for act.ual drug relat.ed arrests by Dru'::! 

)u~pression Ufficer 
o Police \.lfficer manpower avai lable tor special patrol enforcement 

pro,::!rams is limited due to vacdncies with the Law Enforcement 
ayency 

o Low volume of phone-in tips from public re: druy traffic 
o Faculties and administrators have Inisconceptions of programs goals 

and objectives 
o Low volume of druy related referrals and arrests at schools 
o Inability to consistently evaluate performance due to monthly 

forms used 

b. Possible Solutions: 

o Faci litation of cO[IlI1lunication betw2en police and sctlOols 
adminstrator 

o Faculty and administrator presentations re: yoals and objectives 
of QSP 

o Publicity campaign with handouts containing information on yoals 
of "tip" line in school 

o Training faculty in recognition of drugs/legal issues/memorandum 
of understandin'::! of policy 



CUMPUNENT #~ (continued) 

(Possible Solutions) 

o Revise present date collection forms to allow comparision of 
SUbsequent years by collecting same data; nave all forms use 
format of the grant application 

o Hire additional officers for drug enforcement 
o Fund clerical position to obtain referral and data collection 

information 
o· Convince legislators that truancy is a 601 W& code violation and 

apparent a':)e auriny scnool hours is prObable cause to detain. 
o ! ncrease sta'ff; n~ and educati on regardi n9. truancy jd,ruy use/cri lIle 
o Increase pressure from P.U. Chief and County Sheriff to increase 

suppressi on 
o Increase the informant case by in-servicin~ teachers, hurses, and 

other school staff in "siyns and symptoms" 

CUMPLlNENT #3: School Educational Presentations 

a. Problems Encountered: 

o Coordinating presentations with on goin~ curricula 
o Gaining "release" time from busy school schedule to speak to all 

incoming fr~shmen 
o Resources to reach all students with Drug Abuse ~esistance 

Education 
o Incompetent volunteer speakers for presentations 
o Uevelopiny appropriate educational presentations for high school 

students 
o ri me Consumi n':J 
o Lack ot d sound prevention pro,:!ram for elementary stuaents 
o SChool district concerned about "Project Self-Esteem" as a 

"values" program 

b. Possible Solutions: 

o Increase trained law enforcement in conductiny education ~rogram, 
if manpower exists 

o \"iork with teachers and students to form educationdl lJeer groups 
within the individual schools 

o School district and city or county law enforcement agencies 
support funding of sufficient instructors to present curriculiulll 
to all 6th ':lrade students eacn year 

o Include presentations in u~coming ta11 curriculium, plan ahead 
o Increase support from Principals and Vice-Principals 
o ,"lore ledd tilile and broader base in curriculium plannin':l 

'--"", 
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COMPONENT #4: rdmi Iy Oriented Proyram 

a. Problems Encountered: 

.- 0 Parental apathy ultimately attributable to poor parentiny skills 
o Not im~lement2d yet 

_0 Enlistiny the committment from yreater numbers of parents in lor'l
income communities 

_0 Problem in reachiny all families that need, or could benefit from 
family parentiny class or counseliny 

-,0 Lack of parent participation in ~arent workshops and other druy 
prevention activities 

o Public assemblies ~rove to be ineffective means of reachiny d 

large number of parents and families 
o Apathy of parents' toward juveni Ie problems 
o Apathy and denial 
o Very few ~arents have attended these presentations 

b. Possible Solutions: 

o Get more parents more involved 
o Mass mailiny to all parents in the target area with a pamphlet 

describiny the program and an invitation to attend the next 
advisory committee meeting 

o Increase advertisement throuyh flyers, posters 
o Concentrate on comlliunity·service '.;)roups tor lar'.;)er audiences 
o Support fundiny for sufficient instructors 
o More comprehensive coordination Detween such a~encies as ~elfare, 

chi Id protective services, mental health, probation, etc. in 
mandatiny, monitoriny, and proviainy services 

o Involvement of local media and local service yroups 

CUMPONENT #~: Development/Distribution of Trdininy Materials 

d. Probleills Encountered: 

o Expense of materials 
o Need money to purchase fil ms 
o Materials needed to train all teachers in identification and 

aWdreness and prevention 
o Gettiny materials concentratiny on inaividual dru~s dnd prOblems 

associated with thdt druy 
o With the number of Schools inclUded in the yrant, not enouyn funds 

are available to have enouyh covera~e 
o Review of new mdterials 

b. PossiDle Solutions: 

o ~~odi fy yrant moni es to purchase materi a Is, obtai n sponsorshi p of 
Iilateri a I s 

o Use of County dyencies that have offered their libraries and these 
resources can well used 

o Fund raisiny with local businesses to obtain funds for materials 
o Uesiynate use ot lottery money 



Ctjj'IPONENf db: Uevelopll1ent of Prevention and Intervention Proyral;ns 

a. Problems Encountered: 

o Prioritiziny hiynly comlJetive tlemands on limited resources 
o ~leed Illore tilile dt the schools 
o ~Ieet i ny the needs of the ethni c cu I tures wi thi n the communi ty 
o Lack of interest by school district personnel at the individual 

target scnools 
o Training IJroyrams for teachers were poorly attended, yet rated as 

excellent by those ~no did dttend 
o C u n s tan t I y try i n g to fin d res ear c n H A ct Fe 5 e a FeR 0 nth e mo s t 

effective ~royram models 
o Inter-lJroyram communication 
o I'lake persona I vi si ts to eacn school as a means of yenerat i n9 

interest 
° Increase project personel 
o Clearer development of lJublic J,Jolicy and interagency cooperation 

at state level 

CJMPONENT #7: Intervention System for Chronic Abusers 

Q. Problems Encountered: 

o Ineffectiveness of community-oased proyrams and high costs of 
~ri~at~ heal tn-care providers 

o LdCk of treatment sources for low-income abusers and their 
families 

o uefinition of "Chronic" 
o Usiny a wnite, middle class intervention system with minority 

fdilli 1 i es (i.e. fami Iy counse Ii ny) 
o Parental ~pathy 
o LdCk uf transportati on .and YdS money to travel to agenci es 
o Parents who are also abusers 

b. PossiDle Solutions: 

o Uefinition developed by UCJP wnich could be use by all uSP 
IJrojects 

o Fundi ny for treatment faci Ii ti es 
o f{efLlrbi sn ~oa·1 s, pur[Joses, and resources of Iilental hea 1 th a~enci es 

C. Indicate if you or your program would benefit from receiving 
teChnical assistance? 

yes •••••••.•••••.••••••• 16 
no • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3 

. .......... 
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U. If yes, what fonn of technical assistance would you like1 Please cheCK 
one: 

1. Office of Criminal Justice Planning 
Staff visit ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 

2. Expert in your particular problem ••••• 1U 
3. Site visit to a OSP project 

experienced in dealing with your 
pdrticular prOblem •••••••••••••••••••• ~ 

E. What type of technical assistance' forum would you prefer? 
Please cheCK one: 

Jne on 0ne •••••••••••••• 9 
Silld II Cl uster ;'leeti ny ••• 9 

F. Indicate if you or your agency would be willing to ~rovide technical 
ass i stance to anottler LJSP site: 

je 5 ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ~ 
no • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1 

G. For iH-Month 0nly Projects 

H. 

Please list the types of local fundin~/support you anticipate receiving for 
your USP Project once 0CJP ~rant' funds cease: 

oMental rlealth yrants 
o Local tundiny 
o Ke-Apply ror yrant fundin~ 
o City funds 
o County funds 
o Service Cluos 
o SChool LJistrict 
o Local businesses 
o individual 
o School uistricts 

Training Materials/kesources 

Indicate any resources (film, tapes, Drochures, curriculUiIlS, etc.) you 
feel are lackiny in your pro~ram. Please De s~ecific: 

o TeChnical fi \ills/tapes designed to dssist school staff members 
reco~nize the use of and de~endence on substances 

o ,Ll,ny current video tapes (free) that may be availdble 
o Videos aimed at the hi~h school student 
o Resource materials for druy awareness for parents, materials on 

crli I d aouse/drug abuse re 1 at i onsni ps 
o An affordable ufJ-datect film on "speed" and designer druijS 
o Variety of education curriculium samples 
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In the space provided below, we would like you to fill out information re
garding County Advisory Committee, Local Advisory Committee, and any Sub
committee meetings that took place during the report month. Please specify 
any "other" attendants v,hen appl icable. 

COMPONENT ONE 

1. 10cal Suppression of Drug Abuse in the Schools Advisory Committee 

A. Meetings (current report period) ° 1 2* 3* 4* 
-Speci fy 

County or Site Level 

Subcommittee Name (if any) 

Number of Attendees 

Law En fo rcemen t I 
School District 

School Site Staff I I 
Parents I I 
Students I 
School Law Enforcement 
Drua Proaram Staff I 
Drua Prevention Staff I 
Other Attendants 

(List) 

l. 

2 • I 
., -oJ. 

* If these are different committes that met during the same months, list each 
committee. Submit a list of committee members each time there is a change. 

B. Summary of spectfic activities discussed and or performedduring the meetings for 
this month(ifOmore than one committee is specified above, indicate which committee 
the activity corresponds to.) 

Fundraising activitres 

___ Soliciting volunteers 

Increase public awareness of DSP 
___ Increase public support for DSP 

Facilitate inter-agency coordina
tion/cooperation 

___ Scheduling project components 

Other ----------------------Other ____________________ __ 

Other ----------------------

Corresponding Committee 

. ,C" 
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COMPONENT TWO 

2. Drug Traffic Intervention Proaram * 

- A. Incidents this month reported resulting from activities of the OSP. 

Offense 

Use or Possession 
of Alcohol 

Use or Possession 
of Marijuana 

Use of Possession 
of other druas 

" 

Drugs Sales 

OU I 

Number reported to 
Law Enforcement Aaencies 

Juveniles . Adults 

Informal Informal 
Arrests Handlina Arrests Handlina 

%w 
I 

NUmber Reported To School 
Officials by School Staff or School 
Law Enforcement 

r-
1 

.1 I\.rl"l+-<" ~ llllj~ni ~s/Studont, 

Reported In-School handling: 
to :::,uspen-~XPul- In -

Polic:p rion 'ion H={jl""';:> 

I 
I I 
I 

\ I 

*Tne collection of official arrest data is essential to the evaluation of the OS? NCCJ is awar 
that not all sites/cities compile statistics on a month to month basis. If this is the case fc 
your site, please indicate this on the form and NCCD staff will contact you to make other arran 
ments. 

B. Major [:lrug Traffic Intervention Activiti-es Undertaken.** 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 • 

.... <J 6. 

7. 

** Example: uniformed or un-uniformed officer presence on or near campus, patrolling of campus l 

and neighboring areas, campus searches, special law enforcement presentations ... etc. 



8. 
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COMPONENT THREE AND SIX 

and 6. Drug education and prevention 

Activities undertaken this month. 

Pro:;ra,-;1 tlame/Descri:it ~on· 
tle'li Or 

Ongoing 

-

I 

Grade 
levei 

I 

Forma t 
(le-::ure 
Assamoiy 

Fi 1m, 
Ongoing 
Class 

Number 
Sessions 

~ Describe ac:ivity on extra page if program is new this month. 

In-service trai'ning hours this month (please specify if 
vided Er project starf to outside communities). 

Tra i ni'no Hours PROVIf)FD RIJ nc:p 
I" " S'caff .. Hours Grade 
IS:aff At:endino Instruction Level 
To: 
School 
Administration ---To: 
Teachers 
~o: - ---
f;~SChOOl 

~u I , ---0: 
. Law Enforcement ---
To: 

Other ---Law Enforcement s .. ~.&.: t..a I I 

[0: 
Other ---

At:end.:Jnce 
(To ta 1 
Youth 

Exoosed Instructional 
This Month Hours 

Pun:o se 
(Provice 

Inror.:1dtion 
Oe,:~sicn
makin~ 

Skiil s. (te.) 

~ 

this is technical assistance pro
Training Hours RECEIVED From 
10 t 'd A Oth S' u Sl e genc1es, er 1 tes 

C:t.:lf-F n ... ;.,oY' osp Drnnr::lrn '+~-I".& 

IFrom 

~ 

Jl Hours rODic ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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COMPONENT FOUR 

4. Family-oriented drug abuse prevention 

A. Family counseling during past month 

Estimated 
f # Families Seen in Past Month lenath or Sessions Averaae if Sessions 

New hr/ min I 
Onaoina hr/ min I 
Terminated/ 

\ released hr/ min 

B. Other family-related activities 

I 
urn er 

I 
orma u J ecl.. 

Number of of (lecture Matter 
Description Pa rti ci pants Sessions On- 00 i no) Presented 

N b F t S b" 

Parentina classes 
Educational cl asses 

Other (describe) 

Other I 
Other 

COMPONENT FIVE 

5. Training material 
list major types of training materia1s used or developed by the project this month. 

A. New materials (used thi~ month for the first time as part of the DSP) 

1. Title -----------------------------------------------------------
Type (film, brochure, curricula, etc.) 
Source (name and address) ----------------------------------------
Brief description (official description may be attached) 

Ap p ro p ri"a te au d i en ce ____________________________________ __ 

Number distributed or times shown ------------------------------
If developed, was this developed as part of the DSP? ---------------
Rating (how useful was this material?) ---------------------------
Completion date ________ ------____ _ 
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(Cant. ) 

New materials (used this month for the first time as part of the OSP) 

1. Title _______________________________ . ______________________________________ ___ 

Type (film, brochure, curricula, etc.) ______________________________ _ 

SO.u r.c e (n ame a nd add re s s) ______________________________ _ 

Appropriate audience ______________________________________ _ 

Number distributed or times shown 
--------------------------~-------

If developed, was this developed as part of the OSP? ____________________ ___ 
Rating (how useful was this material?) ___________________________ _ 

Completion Date ________ __ 

B. Other materials used this month (d~scribed in previous OSP monthly reports) 

1. Title ___________________________________________________________ ~ ______ __ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Type (film, brochure, curricula, etc.) _________________ ~~_~_~_ 
Number distributed or times shown ________ ~ ____________________ __ 

Titl e 
Type 

Number distributed or times shown 

Ti tl e 

Type 

Number di'stributed or times shown 

Title _______________________________________________________________ _ 

Type (film, brochure, 

Number distributed or 

curricula, etc.) _________________________ ~ ____ _ 

times shown _______________________ ~ ________ __ 

Title ______________________________________________ ___ 

Type ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

N um be r d i's t rib u te d 0 r time s shown _________________ ........; _______ _ 

6. Title ________________________________________________________________ __ 

Type ____________________________________________ ~ __________ ~----~ 

Number distributed or times shown ________________________________ __ 

~taff Traininy Hours Should Be Tallied In The Table Provided In The Section For Component 
Three ana Six. 
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COMPONENT SEVEN * 

7. Intervention and Treatment for Chronic Drug Abusers 

A. Does your project involve the identification and treatment (or referral for 
treatment) of chronic drug abusers? 

_____ yes ----- no (i f ,. no" the n ski P to item 7 c ) 

B. 

l. 
2. 

li"st actual numbers of new youth in the last 30 days for each category. 

# new youth referred to treatment 
# actually ,receiving ~ervices C===I 9. 

Referral Characteristics: 

3. 

(Items "3" thr.u "15" should add to 
the number in "2") 

Sex: 

Referral Source: 

Parents 
Teachers 

Other School Staff 
Police 

Juvenile Court 
Self 

Male 
Female 10. Referral Servi ces Hi story: 

4. Race: Whi,te 
Black 
Hispanic 
Asian 
Other 

5. ~: 6 - 8 
9 -12 
13-14 
15-16 
17-18 

6. Grade Level: 

7 • 

8. 

1-6 
7-8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Number currently under court 
status: 

School Status: 

Enrofled (Not Suspended 
or Truant) 

Enrolled (Suspended 
Enrolled (Truant) 
Exp"ell ed 

II. 

Prior Referral or Service 
New Referral or Service 

Grug Abuse History 
(a 11 that aDply) 

Alcohol 

Marijuana 

Hallucinogens 

Tranquilizers 

Amphetamines --
Ba rbi turates 

Codei ne --
Opiates --
Co cai ne --
Inhal ants 

PCP 

Other --

Primary Drug 
at Admission 

*If your site js not able to collect any or all of the above data, please indicate this 
on your form and NeeD staff will contact you to make other arrangements. 



" 
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Component Seven (continued): 

12. Grant funded services provided to individual youth (count youth in each category 
for which gr~nt funds were expended). 

a. Referred and accepted 

b. S~neening only 

c. Individual counsel ing 

d. Group counsel ing 

e. Detoxification--residential 

f. Deto~tfication--non-residential 

g. Other residential 

h. Cri:si's intervention 

i. Family counsel ing 

j. Other -----

# Refe rred or 
Schedul ed for 
Direct Service # Actually Served 

13 • N um b era fin d i v i d u a 1 s refer red too the rag e n ci e s (c a u n tal 1 ref err a 1 s whet her a r 
not the ultimate service was supported by grant funds): 

Aoency (sDeci fy) # Referred 

14. Number terminated/released from trEutment: Success ful 
Unsuccessful 

# Actually Served 

15. Is there a way for project staff to follow-up cases? Explain. 

7e. Other ac:ivities not involving treatment or (referral for treatment) of chronic 
dl"'ug abusers. 

l. 

2. 

3. 



.. . , 
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public Relations 

Speaking Engagements 

To Who ------------------

8 

# At~end; ng 

Given by 
the Follo'/Jing 

Communi ty 
Representative 

Media Coverage (attach articles, brochures, fliers, etc.) 
# Hours 

Brochures/ to 
Coverage by (check:) Newspaper Magazine TV Radio Fliers Develop 

P~oject Schedule* 

Len gth ' 
of 

Event 

_hr/_min 
_hr/_min 
_hr/_min 

# Hours 
to 

Presen t 

List below all components in which you anticipate delays in completion and explain: 

Component Scheduled Revi sed 
# Objective Date Date Reason 

(Continue on reverse) 

* This is not an official request from OCJP. This is to help NCCD anticipate 
reporting delays. 




